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ABSTRACT

RECOGNIZING GIFTEDNESS AND NURTURING
CREATIVITY IN THE YOUNG CHILD
by
Barbara Levy Preston
Master of Arts in Education, Educational Psychology
Early Childhood

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a parent
education resource handbook which will assist parents in
identifying and nurturing intellectual ability and
creativity in the young child.

The review of the litera-

ture presents support for educating parents to recognize
and nurture intellectual ability in young children.

The

young gifted child, ages four through eight is discussed.
A survey of parent needs regarding the able learner was
conducted.
Based on the survey and the review of the literature,
the parent education resource handbook was developed.

This

handbook is titled Parent Education Resource Handbook for
Nurturing Giftedness and Creativity in the Young Child.
The handbook provides parents with ideas on how to nurture
the potential talent of the young child.

v

In it is dis-

cussed the role of the parent and programs available to
their children within the Los Angeles Unified School
District.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The major premise of this thesis is that gifted
children, like any other group of children, need and deserve
parental support and understanding in order to developtheir
intellectual potential.
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a resource
handbook for parents which will assist parents in
identifying and nurturing intellectual ability and
creativity in their young child.
The age group of children discussed in the handbook
is from four through eight years of age.

This age group

was chosen as a result of questions expressed due to lack
of information of concerned parents at various parent workshops and meetings.

The handbook is based on survey

results and review of pertinent literature.
In preparing information for parents that will help
them assist their child, it is important to discuss
attitudes and definitions pertaining to intellectual
giftedness.

It is necessary to meet the needs of any

particular group of children.

To assume that academically

gifted children will succeed no matter what is done, or not
done, is a gross error.

This opinion is strongly supported

by the available literature that in many ways still points
to the same issue - academically gifted children require
early recognition, understanding and nurturing (Brazelton,
1978; Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979; Gensley, 1973; Lewis,
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1970; Perino, 1981; Terman, 1954;

u.s.

Children's Bureau

Publication, 1968; Whitehead, 1967).
Too often the attitude has been cultivated that
simply by virtue of their abilities, gifted children will
eventually excel.

Bruno Bettelheim points out that cream

in a container of unhomogenized milk will surface to the
top level no matter how the contents are mixed.

However,

the response of a young, gifted child to this analogy is
important to report:

"Cream left without care will sour."

In 1968, the Children's Bureau Publication, sponsored by
the Social and Rehabilitation Service within the United
States Department of Health, Education and Welfare stated:
"A talent given a chance will grow.

But rebuff it time and

time again, and it becomes stunted or dies."
In 1940, Herbert Carrol said, "Direct effort, usually
unsuccessful, has been made to raise the dull child to the
standard considered desirable for the typical student, and
indirect effort, in the guise of ignoring his needs, has
been made to pull down the gifted child toward the middle."
Years later, one can observe the same empathy and sometimes
hostility toward gifted.

James Gallagher points to society

recognizing and appreciating the capabilities of gifted but
emphasizes that society does little to support and nurture
. gifted (Gallagher, 1975).

Joanne Whitmore points out that

the commitment to "facilitating development of giftedness"
has been inconsistent and that when society has responded
to the needs of gifted and talented individuals it is
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because of the "utilitarian goals" of the society and not
in recognition of the rights of gifted individuals
{Whitmore, 1980).

The literature and interviews with

psychologists, teachers and parents support that potentialities unnurtured will sour.

"Concern for qualities of

exceptional human beings arise out of exceptional concern
for qualities of all human beings."

(Gowan, 1975).

Terman

maintains that the only trait common to all gifted children
and the only trait missing from all other children is that
the gifted child's intellectual potential is higher than
most of the population (Terman, 1959).
John Dewey was an early believer in a person's
individual rights (Gowan, 1975).
later.

Carl Rogers followed

Leta Hollingsworth became interested in the gifted

child issue and women's rights

(Shields, 1975).

E. Paul

Torrance was the advocate of the right of the "uncommon
student" to be different.

If society views the talent of

the uncommon individual as positive, then there will be
more acceptance of the academically gifted {Gowan, 1975).
The measurement of individual differences involves the
belief that human beings have differentiated talents which
can be measured, be nurtured and be significant to society
(Gowan, 1975).
Finding ways of· developing abilities and facilitating
their use for the benefit of all humanity should be a major
objective of educational and social policy in our society.
The maximum welfare for any group is attained when each and
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every member can contribute as much as he can.

Therefore,

our society must provide maximum opportunities to individuals who are gifted (Educational Policies Commission, ,
(1958).

There must be equal opportunity for each indivi-

dual to realize his or her full potential.

Equal opportu-

nity does not mean equal experience, but it does mean
individuals should be given the opportunity for experiences
commensurate with their abilities (Educational Policies
Commission, 1958; Gowan, 1975).
To Plato, a gifted person is one who passes through
the stages of knowledge at a much quicker pace than others
(Nettleship, 1966).

This same individual reaches a higher

level within each stage of learning and is able to progress
through all stages, attaining what Plato calls "total
illumination or understanding."

(Nettleship, 1966).

The terminology of giftedness, talent, potential
giftedness, etc., needs clear defining (Hagen, 1980).

We

can infer giftedness by observing specific characteristics
and behavior of students (Hagen, 1980).

The differences

between gifted children and others is that gifted children
verbalize abstract and introspective things with more
repetition, with greater depth and with more involved
elaboration than others (Perino, 1981).

David Wechsler has

said, "Intelligence is the ability to think rationally, act
purposefully and deal effectively with the environment."
Piaget looked at intellectual development as the way
individuals adapt to their environment.

From infancy,
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Piaget maintained that individuals are "active agents" in
terms of their intellectual development (Borland, 1981).
In 1972, the

u.s.

ing definition:

Office of Education published the follow"Gifted and talented children are those

identified by professionally qualified persons who by virtue
of outstanding abilities, are capable of high performance.
These are the children who require differentiated educational programs and/or services beyond those normally
provided by the regular school program in order to realize
their contribution to self and society."

Dr. Paul Witty

states, "A gifted and talented child is one whose performance in a potentially valuable line of human activity is
consistently remarkable."

Gifted is also defined as "one

who is superior in some ability that can make him an
outstanding contributor to the welfare of and quality of
living in society"

(DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961).

Until

recent years, giftedness was limited to those with
intellectual ability who scored a minimum of two standard
deviations above the norm on an intelligence test.

Today,

the definition of giftedness has been expanded to include
additional categories.

u.s.

The Office of Gifted and Talented,

Office of Education, Department of Health, Education

and Welfare requested that the Council for Exceptional
Children develop a practical definition of "gifted" and a
list of characteristics seen in gifted children (1978).
The Office of Education has identified six categories
in which children who achieve extremely successfully,
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ultimately are to be identified as "gifted ...

These cate-

gories, listed below, are used as identifiers of giftedness
in many school districts.
The categories, as indicated by the

u.s.

Office of

Education (1978), are as follows:
(1) General intellectual ability (the bright student)
(2) Specific academic aptitude (the math/science
"whiz")
(3) Creative or productive thinking (the individual
with novel solutions to problems)
(4) Leadership ability (the group leader who initiates
ideas successfully)
(5) Exceptional ability in the visual or performing
arts

(the individual who excels in painting,

music, drama, or sculpture)
(6) Psychomotor ability (the individual with athletic
ability or mechanical skills)
These six categories have been designated as a result
of expanding the definition of gifted to include .. gifted
and talented."

An intellectually gifted child generally

shows outstanding intellectual ability.

However, it must

be emphasized that an intellectually gifted child is not
necessarily gifted in all academic areas.

The criteria for

identifying giftedness in these categories includes many
different methods.

Individual intelligence testing is no

longer the only means of identification and is considered
to be only one source of information.
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Parents with children who will attend a Los Angeles
Unified School District school should be aware of services
available for gifted and talented.

Currently, the Los

Angeles Unified School District uses a variety of sources
to identify intellectual giftedness.

The identification of

gifted children is accomplished through an assessment process which consists of four parts:

search, screening,

documentation and committee review and placement.

Data

obtained through this process are compiled in a
"Developmental case Study."
All children are considered for the initial search
which is narrowed down to select appropriate candidates.
The search process includes teacher evaluation, student
"input", and parent assessment.

The search can be done in

a variety of ways, using classroom surveys, requests for
parent participation {completing questionnaires, conferences
etc.), or any other indicated means determined by the
school.

The search process is important because it involves

the teacher, the parent and many times the child.

Parents

are asked to complete a form (see Appendix A) that offers
information about the child.

The teacher is also asked to

nominate candidates by evaluating all of the children and
then narrowing the list to those who have shown potential
for academic giftedness.

Often, the child is asked to

evaluate and share information which is later used in the
case study.
No single measure or test result can be the sole
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factor in determining a child's identification as intellectually gifted.

Subjective data such as teacher checklists,

parent "input," anecdotal records, child's assessment and
professional judgment are also used in making the evaluation.

Subjective data, used correctly, are significant.
The purpose of screening is to collect and analyze

basic data to select candidates for review and documentation.

The following process is used by the Los Angeles

Unified School District:
(1) Educational History (school records, prior test
data, group intelligence test results, teacher or
staff checklist or comments, autobiographies,
anecdotal records, student checklists)
(2) Home or Parent (parent interview, parent
questionnaire, home visit)
(3) Other Indicators (leadership roles, honors or
recognition, special talents, formal training or
lessons, interests, memberships, hobbies,
outstanding achievements)
Documentation is important because its purpose is to
collect additional support for the selection and identification of students who are gifted.

Before documentation

can begin, parents must be notified and must give their
written consent for evaluation to take place.
The Developmental Case Study (DCS) is prepared by the
School Psychologist with the support of the school staff.
The case study includes:

' '
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(1) Brief description of search procedure;
(2) Review of data collected in screening process;
(3) Sumrrtary of documented evidence relating to the
indicated category or categories;
(4) Recommendations (which are based on individualized needs of students); and
(5) Eligibility and placement recommendation made by
the identification and placement committee.
The identification and placement committee recommends
the eligibility of the child.

The committee usually

consists of the school principal, a teacher familiar with
the child's school work and the school psychologist.

The

Senior Psychologist makes the final determination based on
these recommendations.
It should be noted that evaluation as described above
does not usually begin until third grade in the Los Angeles
Unified School District.

As a result, a committee was

formed by the Los Angeles Unified School District Programs
for Gifted and Talented, to develop a process to service
the needs of first and second graders.

This writer is a

member of the Screening Program for Grades One and Two
(see Appendix B).
The intent of the Screening Program for Grades One
and Two is to nurture a child's capabilities and allow
him/her to learn at a rate appropriate to his/her capabilities and to enjoy opportunities to demonstrate talent.
This program also allows for material to be used later for
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the search, screening and documentation components because
of maintaining on-going records of the child's progress in
this program.
Parents require the best information possible in
order to understand their child's identification as
"gifted."

This education should also include how parents

can help their intellectually capable child become creative
as he/she extends learning and life experiences.

Crea-

tivity is not synonymous or automatic with giftedness.

It

should be understood that this writer believes all children
should have the opportunity to develop their potential for
creativity.

Parents may have a tendency to focus on a

child's intellectual growth while allowing the potential of
creativity to go unnourished.

Therefore, nurturing

creativity is focused upon in this thesis as a significant
part of a young, gifted child's development.
It is important to offer a definition of creativity
since nurturing creativity will be discussed as it pertains
to gifted children.

Dr. E. Paul Torrance defines creativ-

ity as "becoming sensitive to or aware of problems,
deficiencies, gaps in knowledge, missing elements,
disharmonies and so on; bringing together available information; defining the difficulty or identifying the missing
element; searching for solutions, making guesses or
formulating hypotheses and modifying and restating them;
perfecting them and finally communicating the results."
(Torrance, 1962).

The creative child is the originator and
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developer of new ideas (Perino, 1981).

Creativity is a

"function of knowledge, imagination and evaluation,"
(Parnes, 1967).

Included, too, is fact finding and problem

solving (Parnes, 1967).

Williams states that creativity is

a "conscious act of human intelligence • • • including
knowledge, mental processes based on cognition, divergentproductive and associative thinking, evaluation behaviors
and communicative skills," (Williams, 1968).

These

definitions will be understood when the term "creative" is
used in this thesis.
The children who have been identified as gifted may
be tomorrow's intellectual contributors to society.

They

require nurturing in order to meet their full potential.
If we are to have a democratic society, we must be ready to
permit and encourage maximum individual growth and development.

Achieving this objective allows for the best

utilization of human talent for society and individual
progress.

The positive use of these abilities improves the

welfare for everyone (Educational Policies Commission,
Education of the Gifted, 1958).
Meeting the needs of gifted children is, therefore,
very important.

Children who are extremely bright are not

as rare as the occasional reports of their success might
imply.

The children who are thought to be the future

leaders or scientists might also include the Picassos,
Edisons, and Bernsteins of the future.

It requires early

identification and parent understanding of the identifi-
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cation process and techniques of dealing effectively with
the many challenges presented by academically gifted
students.

It is also important to nurture creativity in

children.

One cannot assume that because a child is

academically gifted that he will also be creative.
The intent of this thesis is to develop a handbook to
provide parents with sufficient information to recognize
potential giftedness and to develop a sense of awareness as
to the techniques they can use to nurture a child's talent
and creativity.
In order to learn what issues were most important to
parents of gifted children, I conducted a survey (Chapter
3).

Parents questioned attended parent in-service meetings

where I presented signs of giftedness and techniques to
nurture such talent.
The results of the survey were the foundation for the
development of this project.

Gifted/Talented Programs

within the Los Angeles Unified School District do not
include an orientation for parents of potentially gifted or
identified gifted children.
This writer has been approached by Los Angeles
Unified School District personnel to write a manual for
parents that would answer the questions raised by this
survey.

The objective is to use this manual as a handout

for parents of newly identified and/or potentially gifted
children.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE
The review of the literature will provide a foundation
for the contents of the publication for parents.
Parents play a critical role in a gifted child's
development because they are the first group to recognize
and support a child's needs from the very start (Brazelton,
1978; Brumbaugh, 1959; Gensley, 1973; Gowan, 1977;
Hildreth, 1966; Lewis, 1970}.
Lewis (1970) conducted a study on the growth of
intellect among infants.

The conclusion was that infants

who are provided with more stimulation within the home
environment, such as play, talking, music and reading,
habituate faster to test stimuli and appear to be more
"intellectually alive"

(Lewis, 1970).

In 1978, Dr. T.

Berry Brazelton, conducted research to support the
hypothesis that once a baby is born, his/her psychological
and motor development during the first years of growth is
influenced by parents actions and feelings
1978).

(Brazelton,

Brazelton contends that a baby's self-image is

affected at a young age by parental attitude {Brazelton,
1978).

The study done by Brazelton was as follows:

Brazelton explained to parents how they could respond to
the normal needs of a newborn.

He encouraged these parents

to spend time observing and playing with the babies.

Then

he compared the results with a control group of parents who
saw and fed their babies with no encouragement or special
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attention.

After a two year period, Brazelton found that

babies in the first group "knew more words and used them
more inventively than the control babies."

The babies in

the first group also moved around and explored, identified
more objects, played with more toys and spoke most of the
time during their play (Brazelton, 1978}.

These two

studies indicate the need for early interaction and
stimulation within the home environment.

This would hold

true for all babies.
In 1965, Haynes, White and Held did a research study
on newborns.

Mobiles were placed in the nursery cribs.

Patterned sheets and bumpers replaced plain sheets and
bumpers.

Various sensory stimulation were made available.

When the researchers compared these babies to other babies,
the "enriched" group was ahead in the developmental area
by several weeks.

In addition, the researchers concluded

that once a child functions at a higher level, he/she
assimilates more information which allows his/her cognitive
development to advance at a greater speed.
In addition to infancy, another important period for
learning opportunities takes place between eighteen months
and four years (Clark, 1979}.

This is the period during

which children learn language.

Lenneberg (1967} states

that one must maximize learning experiences during early
childhood, when children learn the most.
Terman (1959) also noted that giftedness must be
developed.

He found evidence that "something besides
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chance was operating such as common ancestry, common
environment or probably both of these influences."
to this conclusion as a result of his research.

He came

He found

two families with five gifted children each, ten families
with four gifted children each, and twenty families with
three gifted children each.

These findings were in addition

to a very large number of families with two gifted children
each.

Terman's study did not indicate the age at which the

children were identified.
Hall and Skinner (1980) using developmental guidelines (see Appendix C) claim that if a preschooler is about
thirty percent (30%) more advanced than the average child
in most of the items in any one section or more - general
motor ability, fine motor ability or cognitive language,
he/she may be gifted.

Hall and Skinner (1980) developed

their guidelines from a variety of developmental patterns,
including Bayley Scales of Infant Development, the Slosson
Intelligence Test and the Gesell Developmental Schedule.
John Gowan points out that the measurement of
individual differences involves the belief that human
beings have different talents that are valuable to society
(Gowan, 1975).

Gowan (1975) poses the question:

If people

have individual differences, why not measure and learn from
them?

Terman in his study, stated:

"The stage is set for

one of the most important educational reforms of this
century; a reform that would have for its end the

di~covery,

conservation and intensive cultivation of every kind of
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exceptional talent" (Stanley, 1977).

High intelligence and

gifted are characterized by unifactor to multifactor views
of intelligence, from seeing the gifted child as having a
superior I.Q. to potential for creativity (Stanley, 1977).
A certain openness to all kinds of experiences is imperative for creative productivity (MacKinnon, 1962).
Motivation and channeling, therefore, become necessary to
combine the talents and capabilities of gifted children
(Clark, 1979; Gowan, 1975; Hildreth, 1966).

These talents

should be nurtured as early as possible (Gowan, 1975).
Guilford concluded that many creative thinking
abilities are represented in the divergent production
"slice" of his (Structure of Intellect) SOI Model that cuts
across figural, symbolic and semantic content as well as
across most of the forms of products
1971).

(Guilford, 1968 and

These abilities indicate an almost unrestricted

variety of products which illustrate the following:
(1) Fluency of verbal expression (divergent production of semantic units, relations and systems)
(2) Spontaneous flexibility - mental shifting from
one class to another class of responses involving
the classifying of familiar objects to new,
alternate uses or in making new objects from
given figural materials such as pictures of
geometric shapes.
(3) Adaptive flexibility - as in finding original and
clever titles for a short story, making new
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objects from figural materials, i.e., pictures of
geometric shapes.
(4) Elaboration - as in citing how many occupations
might be associated with a given symbol (Guilford,
1968 and 1970).
Guilford has suggested two other sets of creative
abilities that are associated with intelligence.

The flrst

set of abilities illustrates and requires the ability to
redefine which includes the convergent production of
figural, symbolic or semantic transformations.

An example:

An individual has to find hidden figures in pictoral
landscapes.

The second set, sensitivity to problems,

includes cognition of figural, symbolic or semantic
implications.

An example requiring cognition of semantic

implications would be trying to anticipate outcomes in a
new situation or following through a situation with many
potential risks

(Stanley, 1977).

The implications of the SOI Model for nurturing
creative productivity encourages, rewards and reinforces
creative behaviors and original ideas with respect that
creative problem solving can be an intrinsically satisfying
experience.

The learning experience is pleasant andvalued,

and is, therefore, sought for its own sake rather than for
extrinsic rewards.
There is diss.atisfaction with the I.Q. meas.urement as.
a sole factor in determining who is. intellectually gifted.
Terman used not only the Stanford-Binet, but also teacher
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nomination and group intelligence tests to identify gifted
children (Shields, 1968).
Getzels and Jackson (1962) stated:

"There is no

intent to derogate the I.Q. metric as such for it remains
one of the best predictors of academic achievement we have."
They go on to say that the I.Q. "selects in" as it is
supposed to do, many students who are likely to achieve
better than the average.

Getzels and Jackson {1962) also

point out that the I.Q. test also "selects out" some
students who also achieve at a superior level.

Torrance

(1962) stated the I.Q. test assessed only limited thinking
abilities.

He further maintained that cognitive abilities

having to do with creative thought are not measured by
intelligence tests which, therefore, limits children who
have these abilities from being recognized.
Guilford's structure of intelligence (1959) illustrates the differences between content of thought which he
refers to as "operations" and the "product" of thought.
Getzels and Jackson (1962), using Guilford's model, saw a
possible relationship between categories of convergent and
divergent thinking.

Terman used medical examinations, a

study of school records, and results from different tests
measuring "educational accomplishments."

He used home

visits, statements by parents {and teachers) who were asked
to rate the children on a list of twenty-five personality
traits.

This process began in 1921.

By 1925, Terman

gathered enough information to identify characteristics of
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children he considered to be gifted.
The traditional I.Q. test measures convergent
thinking - one answer accepted as the correct response.
However, divergent thinking involves the ability to have
more than one correct response and is not measured as one
response.

Originality, fluency, flexibility and elabo-

ration - all components of creative thinking are not
measured by a single I.Q. test.
This writer is of the opinion that the I.Q. test
should not be used for any age level as the only tool for
evaluation.

Sometimes, the child performs poorly because

of the relationship with the individual who is doing the
testing, various pressures, either internal or external, or
simply because of the physical setting.

When a case study

approach is used, many strategies are utilized in evaluating
a child which, in this writer's opinion, make the overall
result more valid.
Testing before the age of three or four is unstable
and, therefore, unwise (Brumbaugh, 1959; Hagen, 1980;
Children's Publication #371, 1968).

u.s.

It is difficult to

identify the preschooler who is potentially gifted because:
(1) The preschooler has lived for a shorter time and,
therefore, has had less experience than the older child;
and (2) the behavior of the preschooler is not consistent,
which, therefore, makes the testing less reliable (Hagen,
1980).
Finally, in this writer's argument against I.Q.
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testing as the "all important" or only means of evaluating
a child, it is imperative to discuss legislation that
became effective June, 1980 (see Appendix E).

The Mangers

Bill (AB 1040) deals with the school age child and directly
states that school districts must "provide for diversity of
identification at the district level."
It is natural for all children to be curious and
creative.

The desire to make something new or discover is

exciting.

Personological traits refer to an individual's

attitudes, interests, values, motivations, awareness and
habits (Davis and Rimm, 1977).

Cognitive abilities include

fluency, flexibility, elaboration and I.Q. which usually
have earned the focus of being determinants of creativity.
Logically, both non-cognitive and cognitive traits are
essential for creativity (Davis and Rimrn, 1977).

The

creative personality is high in self-confidence and
independence and is willing to take "creative risks."

The

creative person is willing to break from tradition, think
independently and to be exposed to potential failure,
criticism or embarrassment (Davis and Rirnrn, 1977).

The

creative personality is often non-conforming and has a high
energy level, spontaniety and adventuresome spirit.

The

child who is creative is usually ready for new activities.
The creative child is enthusiastic about meeting challenges
and new problems - especially those offering the child the
opportunity for growth and expansion.

The creative child

also tends to prefer complexity, and finds the unknown ~V/<t6-t-~-u~ ·
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challenging.

The creative profile would be incomplete with-

out including childlike playfulness, a sense of humor, a
willingness to turn problems upside down and a great
eagerness to "play" with fantasy.

In addition, the creative

profile includes idealism, reflectiveness, artistic and
aesthetic interests along with constant questioning (Davis
and Rimm, 1977).
In 1967 Lovell and Shields studied an older group of
children between the ages of eight years five months and
eleven years seven months

(Shields, 1968).

I am reporting

this study because the purpose was to get more current
information about intellectual abilities, languages and
personality traits of the gifted child.

The Wechsler

Intelligence Scale for Children was used to determine
verbal performance and an I.Q. score.

Fifty children who

scored 140 or more comprised the experimental group.

These

fifty children participated in the following divergent
thinking tests:
{1) Hidden Shapes {used by .Lovell, 1954 also similar
to Getzels and Jackson's test).
(2) Word Association - goal was to supply as many
different definitions to twenty-five common words.
(3) Uses for Things - citing as many different uses
as possible for five common objects.
(4) Fables - children had to supply three different
endings for each of four fables:
sad and humorous.

moralistic,
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In addition, each child wrote two essays and recorded
a conversation.

The Terman Personality Rating Form, as used

by Terman, was used wherever possible by a teacher who knew
the child well (Shields, 1968).
Lovell and Shields (1967) indicated that their
results suggest that gifted children have other traits in
addition to superior academic abilities.

These traits

include good health, a strong desire to achieve, a
personality that is sociable and the tendency to be leaders.
In addition, Lovell and Shields suggest that the gifted
child is inventive, "has an eye for beauty," and tends to
have even temperament.

Their findings also indicated that

the gifted child possesses a good sense of humor and a
sense of modesty {Shields, 1968}.
About half of Terman's gifted subjects learned to
read before the age of three.
formal instruction.

Most learned to read without

Terman (1926} wrote:

"The typical

gifted child of seven years reads more books than the
unselected child reads at any age up to fifteen years."
It is interesting that Getzels and Jackson (1962}
initially considered that the difference in I.Q. scores
between a high I.Q. group and a high creativity group was
one of motivation.

Through testing and evaluation, Getzels

and Jackson returned to their original premise, however,
that divergent thinking is independent of the cognitive
abilities measured by I.Q. tests.

They supported their

contention by proving through their control groups - a high
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I.Q. group and a high creativity group - that the creativity
group did possess cognitive abilities that were not measured
by traditional I.Q. testing.

These same abilities were

partially responsible .for high scores in cognitive achievement tests.
I.Q. testing is a controversial issue (Shields, 1968).
It appears obvious to this writer that every benefit should
be given to a young child who is being evaluated; therefore,
many strategies must be utilized.

It should be stressed

that the reason for evaluating a young child, ages four to
eight, should be to be certain his/her intellectual needs
are being met and that the child is motivated to grow and
develop his/her potential.
Most of the available literature refers to the older
child, beginning at age eight.

There is sufficient reason,

however, to respond to the reality of intellectual giftedness in the younger child during his/her formative years
regardless of there being little written on the subject.
Parents and early childhood educators need to provide a
stimulating and nurturing environment for these younger
children.
The parent role is complex, rewarding and stimulating
(Clark, 1979).

Parents have a wealth of knowledge to share

with their children.

While gifted children are different

in some ways, they have many qualities in common with other
children (Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979; DeHaan and
Havighurst, 1961; Hall and Skinner, 1980;

u.s.

Children's
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Bureau Publication, 1968).

It is critically important, in

my opinion, to remember that gifted children are children
first and gifted second.

Their problems and fears, their

need for unconditional love and acceptance, sibling rivalry
and other child development issues remain the same (Abraham,
1958; Brumbaugh, 1959; DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gowan,
1964; Gowan, 1977; Miller and Price, 1981;
Bureau Publication, 1968).

u.s.

Children's

The tendency to exploit a

child's talent is unfair and negative to a child's natural
growth and development {Abraham, 1958; DeHaan and
Havighurst, 1961; Gowan, 1977;

u.s.

Children's Bureau

Publication, 1968).
The parent needs to understano the capacity of his/
her child and remember that the child should be child-like
(Abraham, 1958).

Parents should not apply judgments on an

adult level in terms of the child's ability to reason,
attention span or performance in academic work, music or
art (Abraham, 1958; Miller and Price, 1981).
The child's

e~perience

extremely important.

within the family unit is

Children require the security to sort

out other influences and to feel accepted unconditionally
(Clark, 1979; DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Hildreth, 1966;
Miller and Price, 1981).
The family unit in the 1980's is among the most
influential of educative agencies.

Parents are the

children's partners in education {Miller and Price, 1981).
The literature supports the fact that the "climate" in the
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home is significant (Gensley, 1973; Hildreth, 1966; Miller
and Price, 1981).
The climate can be open and supportive or negative
and judgmental.

The responsibility placed on parents is

great, particularly accepting the view that the family
atmosphere may be the greatest single factor in deciding
what kind of individual the child will become {Gowan and
Torrance, 1971; Miller and Price, 1981).
view is potentially anxiety-provoking.

Accepting this
Parents may feel

intimidated and insecure due to their gifted child and may
truly be confused as to how to effectively deal with this
child (Miller and Price, 1981).
Parent attitudes toward their gifted child reflected
through discussions in the parent workshops I have
presented reflect three major categories:

(1) Ego inflated;

(2) Feeling blessed; and (3) Being challenged.

Parents

reported increased family friction because their children
were either difficult to handle, had incredible energy
levels, had great persistence or simply would not conform.
The primary needs of love and a value system are the
basis of all else to every child (Brumbaugh, 1959; DeHaan
and Havighurst, 1961; Gowan, 1964;
Publication, 1968}.

u.s.

Children's Bureau

The love a child feels provides a

strong sense of security; it serves as a base upon which
the rest of his/her development is dependent (DeHaan and
Havighurst, 1961; Gensley, 1973).

The challenge to parents

where a gifted child is concerned is that the parents may
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give love primarily as a reward for achievement and performance instead of for what and who the child is (DeHaan and
Havighurst, 1961;

u.s.

Children's Bureau Publication, 1968).

Every child also needs a value system (Clark, 1979;
DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gowan, 1964}.

The gifted child

needs to learn that he/she has a greater responsibility to
contribute to society because of his/her greater abilities
(DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Laird, 1968).
The following characteristics have been found to be
characteristics of families that produce children with great
intellectual potential {Clark, 1979).
- Parents accept their children as individuals
- Parents are supportive and openly give acceptance
- Parents set clear limits
- Parental guidance is appropriate
- Family is liberal and allows for flexibility
instead of permissiveness
- Family aware of environment and nurtures
environment
- Parents are self-assured and accept responsibility
of their own actions
- Parents lead active lives outside the family and
do not rely on family as the only source for
accomplishment
Parents are primary models for their children.
reinforce behavior, learning and help their child to
develop a positive self-concept.

Accepting this basic

They
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premise, then, I would like to point out various signals
that parents can use to identify possible giftedness in
their young child.

It is also necessary to identify

techniques that parents can use to help their gifted child.
With all the technical definitions of giftedness,
this writer finds that parents are sometimes overwhelmed
and/or intimidated with the new label and its ramifications
to their child.

Clark (1979) states:

"If we label children

gifted to improve the educational experience, then we have
the obligation to keep the negative aspects of labeling
from becoming the major effect."

The negative aspects of

labeling include making a child feel different, having the
parents on an "ego trip" and taking away the play and
pleasures of early childhood.
Simplified, this writer as an "inservice presenter"
has shared with teachers and parents that we might take the
negative out of the label "gifted" by saying the gifted
child does things earlier, differently and many times more
quickly than do other children.
The

u.s.

Office of Education (1978) was commissioned

by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to offer
some basic characteristics often found in young gifted
children (preschool through primary age group) :
(1) Gifted children usually learn to read earlier often before beginning school.

They usually

master comprehension earlier.
(2) They usually have large vocabularies for their
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age group.
{3) They learn basic skills faster and therefore,
require less practice.
{4) They have an ability for abstract thinking beyond
their age group.
(5) Their concentration and attention span are longer.
(6) They usually experiment with a wide variety of
interests.
{7) They have a tremendous sense of curiosity and ask
more questions than others in their age group.
(8) They are usually risk takers.
{9) They can see the relationship between the
concrete and abstract.
(10) They have excellent memory for retention.
(11) They usually relate well with adults and peers.
The Counseling and Psychological Services Branch of
the Los Angeles Unified School District {1978) has
developed criteria that indicate behaviors and characteristics and some of their implications for "intellectual
ability," "creative ability," "specific academic aptitude,"
"leadership ability," "high achievement," and "visual and
performing arts," for the primary school age child which
are reproduced below {Los Angeles Unified School District,
Division of Educational Support Services, Counseling and
Psychological Services Branch, adapted from Ruth P. Arent
and Associates, 1978).

These categories are based on

AB 1040 that went into effect June, 1980.

This is geared
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toward the school age child but certainly can be adapted to
the younger child.
Intellectual Abilitx
Students are known to:
become very excited about new ideas or interests
• be self-directed
• be imaginative
• be respected by the group
• be idealistic
• be logical
• be inquisitive
• memorize rapidly
• be perceptive
• be a perfectionist
• have a remarkable vocabulary
• be critical and persistent
• be competitive
• plan and organize work
• seek older friends
• solve complex problems
• be frequently bored
These students may want to:
• ask many questions
• seek new insights, reasons and facts
. be inspired
• be acknowledged
invent and create
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• be encouraged
have interested adults listen to ideas
• remain excited about worldly matters, personal
matters and a search for meaning
• evaluate own work
• be free from restrictive structure and drill
• have help to keep from being discouraged or
overwhelmed
receive instruction in order to substantiate
ideas, pull together what is being learned and
build on what has been mastered.
Creative Ability
students are known to:
• display originality
be interested in many ideas
• be sensitive, humorous and independent
• enjoy simulation, gaming, role playing and
creative problem solving
• demonstrate a creative process which includes
recognition of a problem or visualization of
something to be created; intense concentration;
conception of a solution or a design; work and
discipline to achieve a meaningful goal;
evaluation, revision and completion of new steps
• be imaginative
put old things together in new ways
• be self-accepting
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• be appreciative of what others create
. enjoy playing with ideas just for fun
Th.ese students may want to:
• share what has been created, learned or made up
for fun; for guidance and direction; for
self-evaluation; for the experience of sharing
so that others may understand and enjoy
• work in a creative atmosphere
• have the company of other creative persons at
frequent intervals
• be free of value judgments of others some of
the time
• have privacy
• have a mentor to help put creativity into
personal and social perspective
• have a learning environment which fosters
divergent thinking
Specif-ic Academic Aptitude
Students are known to:
• be single minded in pursuits

(example, space;

math)
be disinterested in s·ome areas of academic or
leisure time activities
• be totally dedicated, involved
. be a keen observer
. be impatient with those less intensely
interested in his/her area of pursuit or
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excitement
be creative, imaginative in field of interest
• crave independent work
• concentrate for long periods of time, putting
aside other responsibilities or needs
. move from specific toward broad applications
or implications
Students may want to:
• pursue in great depth
• influence others
progress to whatever limits he/she may envision
• be provided with the skills and/or the materials
needed to progress at own rate
• seek new ideas, new experiments
• be excused from doing things that he/she
considers unimportant
communicate with knowledgeable persons in the
field and have opportunities to share ideas
and findings in a meaningful way
Allyn Arnold, Coordinator of Programs for Gifted and
Talented for the Los Angeles Unified School District
outlined three major premises in 11 '1'he Demands of Giftedness"
(1980) :

(1) High level of intelligence makes certain demands
upon the gifted child.
(2) Behavior of gifted children results from these
demands.
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(3) There are curriculum implications inherent in
these demands.
Allyn Arnold lists the following to assist parents
and teachers who come in contact with gifted children to
develop insight and understanding of.the gifted child
(1980).

Gifted children have the need:

(1) To crave for knowledge - to satisfy the need to
feel progress in what he/she is learning
(2) To feel the need to focus on or devour a subject
(3) To make observations; to see relationships
(4) To place high standards on himself/herself
(5) To be creative or inventive; to seek an unusual
or unique approach to an assignment or situation
(6) To question generalizations
(7) To be serious-minded; to be intolerant usually
of foolishness or silliness
(8) To concentrate - to become totally absorbed in
a task - to have a longer attention span
(9) To explore wide interests at a maturity beyond
his/her chronological age
(10) To be sensitive to honor and truth
(11) To express ideas and reactions (sometimes may
be seen as argumentative)
(12) To resist routine, drill; to require unique way
of pursuing drill
(13) To work alone
(14) To be intolerant of stupidity
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(15) To seek order, structure and consistency
(16) To do critical, evaluative thinking (may lead
to critical attitude toward self and others)
(17) To be rarely satisfied with the simple and
obvious
(18) To be impatient with sloppy or disorganized
thinking
(19) To be sensitive and empathetic
(20) To have his/her intelligence responded to
(21) To seek out his/her mental peers
(22) To be friendly and outgoing
(23) To use his/her power of abstractions; to see and
point out cause and effect relationships

(24) To have time for thinking

-

solitude

(25) To pursue a learning pace of his/her own (may
be fast or slow)

(26) To be outstanding in several areas but average
in some
Parents can depend on the fact that their young
children are capable of learning a great deal while
enjoying the challenge (Clark, 1979; Perino, 1981).
Parents can be their child's most responsive teacher while
enjoying quality time and a special sharing.
Witty (1958) discussed the characteristics of young
intellectually gifted children.

Those characteristics still

are used today as indicators of possible giftedness •. These
characteristics include:

(1) Early use of vocabulary, used
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correctly;

{2) Language proficiency at an early age (this

includes phrases and complete sentences and the ability to
tell or retell a story at an early age);
vation and retention of information;

(3) Good obser-

(4) Enjoyment of

books - later to include the atlas, encyclopedia and the
dictionary;

(5) Early interest in calendars and clocks;

(6) Attention span longer than peer group;

(7) Early

interest in finding solutions - especially cause and effect
relationships;

(8) Early ability to read;

(9) Development

of many interests; and (10) Early willingness to take risks.
These traits strongly agree with those developed by
Brumbaugh (1959) and the
Mae

v.

u.s.

Office of Education (1978).

Seagoe (1975) included in her list of

qualities shared by gifted children;the interest in problem
solving, the love of truth, the intellectual curiosity and
intrinsic motivation, the ability to be creative and to
find new ways of doing things, the need for emotional
support and the ability to empathize for others, the
preference for individualized work and the ability to work
independently, and the overall enjoyment of being outgoing
and friendly.
It should be emphasized that the parent who seems
pleased to be asked for information is at the same time
nurturing his/her child and encouraging him/her to seek
more knowledge (Brumbaugh, 1959).
A child who is motivated to use his/her abilities
early has more potential to use those abilities to the

9
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fullest (Brumbaugh, 1959).
Parents teach their children through many important
experiences.

Talking - hearing the way words sound even

before speech, is valuable to the developing child.

The

size of vocabulary is often detarmined by how parents speak
to a child (Brumbaugh, 1959).

Selecting an appropriate

..

nursery school environment, based on a child's emotional
and social needs; exposure to reading; selecting playthings
which allow for choice and allowing space to use a superior
imagination without coersion indeed assist a child in
developing potential (Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979).
During early childhood years, it is important to
utilize strategies that will assist the child in developing
a positive self-concept (Clark, 1979; DeHaan and Havighurst,
1961; Perino, 1981).

Role modeling becomes a very produc-

tive vehicle for learning.

Children learn from important

people around them (Perino, 1981).

The parents and general

home environment are the most important variables of what
all children become (Gensley, 1969; Gowan, 1964; Perino,
1981).

Children learn how to deal with others and how to

handle various situations through identification with the
primary care given and through imitation (Perino, 1981).
Parents who offer children positive reinforcement
enthusiastically and who offer encouragement through
sincere praise of constructive actions assist children in
developing a value of self-esteem (Clark, 1979; Perino,
1981; Whitmore, 1980).

'
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Parents need to know their child's capacities in
order to be responsible and to make appropriate demands
(Clark, 1979; DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Hildreth, 1966;
Whitmore, 1980).
In coping with bright children, parents sometimes go
to the extreme of either neglecting or embarrassing a child
or exploiting the child's abilities as they acknowledge
only achievement (Clark, 1979; Hildreth, 1966).
Hildreth (1966) states some parents think "they are
the gifted children."

This group of parents may not

realize how intensely they are identifying themselves with
their gifted child and what a burden they place on their
gifted child as a result.

Parents, who need to exploit

their gifted child usually make the child different and/or
obnoxious to others (Clark, 1979; Hildreth, 1966).

The

gifted· child is most successful when parents avoid bragging
about achievement and labeling giftedness in the sense of
making the child different or genius

(Clark, 1979; Hildreth,

1966; Whitmore, 1980).
The home that encourages questioning and learning help
a child develop creatively and intellectually (DeHaan and
.Havighurst, 1961; Gensley, 1973; Gowan, 1977; Hildreth,
1966).

Children who are surrounded by books and who are

allowed to experiment in art, writing, hobbies, science,
cooking, are being nurtured to maximize their creative and
intellectual potential (Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979;_
DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gensley, 1969; Hildreth, 1966;
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Mead, 1954; Office of Gifted and Talented, Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1978; Perino, 1981).
This writer believes that the home environment is
important for all children.

The review of the literature

overwhelmingly indicates the importance of the home environment and parental attitude and involvement in motivating
the gifted child to independence, additional learning,
creative thinking and risk taking (Abraham, 1958; Brumbaugh,
1959; Clark, 1979; DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gensley,
1969; Hildreth, 1966; Whitmore, 1980).
The parent who gives the curious, capable child the
opportunity to try out his/her own ideas supports his/her
child's need for freedom and independence (Brumbaugh, 1959;
Clark, 1979; DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gensley, 1973;
Hildreth, 1966; Nelson, 1979; Perino, 1981).

Children

respond when the parents provide the necessary materials
and then back-off to allow the capable child to make
his/her own decisions.

Brumbaugh (1959) stated that a

gifted youngster grows best to the extent that he/she is
being made independent of parents (and teachers).
Parents who utilize opportunities available in the
community, end up supplementing the gifted child's
education.

This might include the zoo, the library,

concerts, the museum, and exposure to displays, hobbies,
history, family workshops, and "happenings" through local
universities (Hall and Skinner, 1980; Hildreth, 1966).
Hildreth, in her book Introduction to Gifted (1966)
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presents important questions for parents to consider:
• Does your child have responsibilities that build
independence of thought and action?
• Does he/she have regular household tasks to perform?
• Does he/she take pride in taking care of his/her
things?
• Is he/she assured that when he/she tries things for
himself/herself, help will be there when needed?
. Does the child have a regular schedule for daily
routines (i.e., eating, sleeping, recreation)?
. Do you listen to the child's questions and seek to
answer them or direct him/her on how to find the
answers?
• Do you give the child some personal attention
everyday?
• Do you talk with the child, drawing out his/her ideas
on various subjects?
• Do you encourage the child's interest in learning,
in questioning and in thinking independently?
o

Do you arouse and sustain the child's interest in
reading?

• Do you take the child to places of interest?
• Does he/she have the opportunity to hear good music?
. Do you supervise television watching?
o

Do you give sufficient attention to the child's
school progress?
teachers?

Visit the school?

Confer with

Join parent discussion groups?

Attend the
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children's school performances?
Do you recognize the danger of overweighing the
child's mind with intellectual cramming at the
expense of recreation and free choice of activity?
• Do you

reali~e

that every child needs to learn to

respect rules and to learn the value of discipline?
Intellectual stimulation serves to motivate a child
to make use of his/her abilities at as high a level as
he/she is capable of, without leading to unbalanced
development.

Creative endeavors often provide the chal-

lenge that is necessary to meet the child's needs.
The gifted child sometimes encounters problems that
minimize the opportunity to nurture creativity.
problems include:

These

(1) Gifted children use up materials

faster than the average teacher;
drill and repetition boring;
to point out the absurd.

(2) Gifted children find

(3) Gifted children are quick

They are often labeled

"troublemaker;" (4) Gifted children are speculative,
adventuresome and high risk takers (which again labels them
"troublemaker");

(5) Gifted children are often seen as

smart alecks because they are curious and quick to generate
ideas.

These children can conceptualize many parts of a

given subject and speak out accordingly; and (6) Gifted
children who are very quiet and extremely imaginative are
seen as daydreamers (Clark, 1979).
What is needed at home is space to allow the gifted
child to use imagination, curiosity and trial and error

-"

'
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methods for problem solving; at school, the gifted child
requires a qualitatively different instruction that maximizes creativity in all areas

(Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979;

DeHaan and Havighurst, 1961; Gensley, 1969; Hildreth, 1966;
Mead, 1954; Perino, 1981; Whitmore, 1980).
Parents of gifted children can do much to motivate
creative thinki'ng (Brumbaugh, 1959; Clark, 1979; DeHaan and
Havighurst, 1961; Hagen, 1980).

It should be pointed out

that the parent who gives unconditional love to his/her
gifted child will see the child take more risks at
producing his/her own product, do more to independently
problem-solve, and generally be more secure in exploring
and experimenting (Clark, 1979; Gensley, 1973; Whitmore,
19 80) .
Clark (1979) presents a list of attributes assigned
to those who are described as creative:

Self-disciplined,

independent, often anti-authoritarian, sense of humor, able
to resist group pressure, more adaptable, more adventureous,
greater tolerance for boredom, preference for complexity,
open-endedness, high in divergent thinking ability, high in
memory, good attention to detail, broad knowledge background, need think periods, need supportive climate,
sensitive environment,· need recognition and opportunity to
share, have high aesthetic values and good aesthetic
judgment, freer in developing sex role integration and
lack of stereotypical male, female identification.
Factors that are known to inhibit creativity include
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need for success, limiting risk taking, conformity to peer
group and pressures imposed by the group, negative attitudes
toward using imagination or exploring, sex role stereotyping, negative attitude toward learning, disrespect for
fantasy and daydreams (Clark, 1979).
There are peaks and valleys of creativity as defined
by test results

(Torrance, 1962 and 1968).

Parents who are

aware of the "whole child" tend to accept creativity as a
"friend" to gifted.
flexible.

Parents of creative children are

They value individuality and demonstrate feeling

as an everyday part of life.
within the home.

There is a positive attitude

These same parents allow their gifted

and creative child to share in decision-making and in
exploring the environment.

Parents read more to these

children and use the library as a resource.

Parents of

creative children do not usually use physical punishment.
The children who are bright and creative tend to have
parents who are creative and productive.

They serve as

role models for their children as they, themselves, relish
their autonomy (Clark, 1979; Perino, 1981; Whitmore, 1980).
It is this writer's opinion that creativity - that
"free spirit" within a child, needs nurturing.

Again, one

must look to the home as the primary source with the
parents being the all-important first teacher (Brumbaugh,
19 59) •

A warm, caring family that values individuality
offers encouragement that a bright, creative child requires
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to maximize his/her uniquenes.s.

Eventually, the child who

comes from a nurturing family is secure enough to be intrinsically motivated to set his/her own pace in exploring and
expanding experiences.

This child's profile is enriched

by the fact that the parents show limitless love and affection for the child and do not offer or deny love on the
basis of achievement.
The child who is gifted and creative often has
problems because school and society in general set up
standards that inhibit individuality.

Some of the obstacles

to creativity listed by Clark (1979) are:

Everything must

be useful, everything must be perfect; everyone must be
like you; solitude is not better than "togetherness;" you
must not differ from sex norms determined by culture;
excessive emotion is negative.

As one can clearly see,

Clark's list indicates the trend toward conformity without
respect to the individual child.

A limited environment

that attempts to adhere to the above list squashes
creativity in any child, and especially sets the gifted
child up for boredom and behavior problems.
Dr. Torrance (1962) made suggestions to nurture
creativity in young children that would do away with the
problems that Clark's list above represents.

Hildreth

(1966) points to the suggestions made by Dr. Torrance
(1962):

(1) Do not discourage fantasy;

(2) Do not inter-

fere with a child's creative tendencies or hold him back;
(3) Make creative efforts rewarding;

(4) Avoid sex stereo-
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typing;

(5) Do not judge a child by his/her success in

reading or writing;

(6) Allow freedom to experiment in

getting answers; and (7} Help a child in social situations.
Tannenbaum (1980) in his forward in Hagen's book,
Identification of the Gifted states that it is rare that
"democratic education" means "stretching each child's mind
to its own outer limits without injury. to mental or
physical health. "
Parents need to give the gifted child the support
he/she requires so that he/she knows that he/she is
fortunate to have a capable mind.

This fact is important

to the gifted child; yet, it must be understood that in
itself "being gifted or talented will not make him/her a
better person than someone else" (Clark, 1979).
The young, bright child who is encouraged to use
his/her senses to explore the environment is allowed to
experiment in seeking answers at his/her own pace.

This

experiential learning reinforces the child's intellectual
growth.
This writer often repeats one of the primary philosophy statements developed by the Screening Committee for
Grades One and Two, Los Angeles Unified School District:
"The best comes forward when all are allowed to perform."
There is no reason to inhibit creativity in any child.
There is every reason to'motivate intellectual development
and nurture creativity in children.
not be ignored.

These young

Gifted children must

child~en,

ages four through
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eight deserve, as any other group, to have their
intellectual needs met which includes nurturing their
creativity.

Chapter 3
PARENT SURVEY
In order to determine the needs for a parent resource
handbook, one hundred seven parents of children ages three
through nine completed a survey at Parenting Workshops and
"Back to School Night Programs" at Magnet Schools for
Gifted and High Achieving Students within the Los Angeles
Unified School District (see Appendix F).
The items selected for the survey were based on
information from five teachers who teach gifted children
and five School Psychologists who evaluate potentially
gifted children.

These two groups were asked to indicate

the general areas they felt would most benefit parents in
terms of assisting their children to maximize their
potential and to help them develop as a "whole child."

In

addition, five parents of high school age identified gifted
students were asked to list what information would have
been most beneficial to them when their children were young.
The following categories were elicited from these three
groups:

Characteristics of able learner; rights of parents

within public education; school resources; community
resources; parent and school interactions; peer problems;
sibling relationships; educating relatives about the able
learner; defining "gifted" to the identified gifted child;
parenting skills related to the able learner (i.e.,
discipline); and legislation concerning gifted education.
There was also space to write in a given concern under the
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category other.

In addition, space was provided for

respondents to list prior experience at home and at school
that helped them better understand their able learner.
finally, there was space to write comments.

And

Parents

completing the survey were asked to indicate their interest
level by

marki~g

interest;

(1) greater interest;

(3) little interest;

(2) moderate

(4) no interest; or (5} does

not apply, next to the items.
The results of the survey (in order of importance)
indicate areas of most concern were:

understanding the

characteristics of gifted; school resources; and community
resources.

Another major concern that parents discussed

was activities to enjoy as a family that would benefit
young gifted children.
~

The one hundred seven parent responses confirmed the
need for parent education and on-going support for parents
who are interested in helping their children maximize their
intellectual ability.

The survey validated the need for a

parent resource handbook.

Chapter 4
PARENT EDUCATION RESOURCE HANDBOOK FOR NURTURING
GIFTEDNESS AND CREATIVITY
IN THE YOUNG CHILD

Barbara Levy Preston

This material may not be reproduced without
the written consent of the author
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To Parents:
The purpose of this Parent Education Resource
Handbook is to offer parents assistance in identifying and
nurturing advanced intellectual ability and creativity in
their young child aged four through eight.

This Parent

Education Resource Handbook will answer some concerns
parents have about young, intellectually gifted children
and will also provide parents with ideas on how to nurture
the potential talent of their child.

Much of the nurturing

can be done through active role-modeling.

Children with

great potential require encouragement from "involved
parents."

This Parent Education Resource Handbook

discusses the important role of the parent and suggests
ways to become involved in the child's life at home.
This Handbook also explains some of the programs
available within the Los Angeles Unified School District.
Home and school must work in a team spirit of cooperation
in order to meet the needs of these children.

Parents

should always keep in mind that their child is a child
first requiring limitless love, and gifted second.
Children should be loved for themselves - not for their
accomplishments or intellectual abilities.
Though much of the material presented in this
Handbook is directed toward assisting parents of young,
gifted children, the activities and some of the discussion,
could be applied to all young children.
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Gifted:

What Does It Mean?

In 1972, the

u.s.

Office of Education published the

following definition that is widely used today in identifying intellectually gifted children of all ages.

"Gifted

and talented children are those identified by professionally
qualified persons who by virtue of outstanding abilities,
are capable of high performance.

These are the children

who require differentiated educational programs and/or
services beyond those normally provided by the regular
school program in order to realize their contribution to
self and society. "
The intellectually gifted child shows consistently
superior performance in a given area, or generally shows
superior

inte~llectual

ability.

Intellectually gifted

children are much more advanced than their peer groups in a
way or ways that show potential high level achievement.

An

intellectually gifted child is not necessarily gifted in
all academic areas.
The Los Angeles Unified School District uses a
variety of sources within a case study to evaluate for
intellectual giftedness.

This multidimensional assessment

is required by the State.
The Office of Education has identified five categories that have been incorporated in the Los Angeles
Unified School District identification process.

These

categories include:
(1) General intellectual ability (the bright student)
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(2) Specific academic attitude (the math/science
"whiz")
(3) Creative or productive thinking (the individual
with novel solutions to problems)
(4) Leadership ability (group leader who initiates
ideas successfully)
(5) Exceptional ability in the visual or performing
arts (the individual who excels in painting,
music, drama, or sculpture)

Early Learning
Early learning is natural to and important for gifted
children.

Parents can do much to nurture their gifted

child's intellectual development.
Parents are their children's first teacher.

They

have the unique opportunity to teach by role-modeling and
establishing a value system that includes honesty, consideration and open communication.

Parents need to interact

with their children verbally, intellectually, socially and
emotionally.

Using guidance and role-modeling, parents

teach children how to communicate and how to problem-solve.
First-hand experiences provide parents the opportunity to teach and enjoy a child simultaneously.

Parents

also help their gifted child become a "whole" child - one
who is free to feel, to think, to interact with the environment and with others, and to experience success.

Children's

books and magazines, puppets, musical instruments, crayons
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and art shows are a few

e~amples

of first-hand experiences

that can be offered early to a child.

These direct

experiences can also be flexible so that each child's needs
are met.
Parents are able to play a most important role in
their child's early education.

Parents who have pleasure

in helping their child learn allow the child's natural
curiosity to develop.

Parents can depend on the following:

(1)

Young children can learn.

(2)

Young children enjoy learning.

(3}

Parents can enjoy a special sharing as they
expose their young child to learning.

Early Recognition of Needs for Gifted Children
The early recognition of gifted children, the
sensitivity of those who work with gifted children, the
correct use of tests, observations, anecdotal materials,
and other techniques are all useful and important tools in
guiding a child to realize his/her potential.
The list of needs that follow for gifted children is
a summary from many experts in the field (who note, by the
way, that though the needs for gifted are specific, they do
overlap with goals for all children):
(1)

Recognition and acceptance of own abilities

(2)

Recognition and acceptance of limitations and the
fact that gifted does not mean being superior in
all areas
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{3)

Respect and understanding for others in terms of
their abilities and limitations

(4)

Realization of reachable and realistic goals in
terms of education, emotion, social and physical
areas

(5)

Opportunities to enjoy experiences which
challenge and satisfy

(6)

Assistance in social skills - getting along with
others especially

(7)

Help in accepting child as he/she is and resisting any temptation to exploit or embarrass child

(8)

Development of a sense of responsibility based on
capabilities and talent

(9)

Assistance in evaluating any personal or academic
problems

(10)

Assistance in helping child enjoy new and
enriching activities that might involve
risk-taking

Guidance in attaining these goals begins at home with
the parents.

Nursery school and eventually classroom

situations provide continuing guidance and support to the
young, gifted child.

Home and school must work together

for the best interests of the child.

Stimulating Children to Think
Parents are extremely helpful to the young, gifted
child when they make thinking fun for the child.

There are
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many ways to help young, gifted children to enjoy learning
about many things, to gain pleasure from solving problems
and to expand curiosity.
Young children enjoy collecting flowers, shells,
pictures of animals, butterflies, etc.

Parents who assist

in collecting and participate in the activity, actually
motivate the child in accomplishing his/her goals and
thereby, help the child learn about a specific area and the
special world of nature.
Reading aloud to children at an early age is another
way to stimulate children.

Reading to a child allows for a

special sharing while building knowledge.

Young, gifted

children can easily be encouraged to begin their own
libraries.

Parents who give books to their children

communicate the positive value they place on books.
Travel also stimulates gifted children.

Whether it

is a big vacation or a day excursion to some place special,
the gifted child benefits from experiential learning while
enjoying a special sharing with Mom and/or Dad.

As a

gifted child becomes more experienced he/she may derive
still more learning by participating actively in the
preparation of the activity.

The participation at first

might include helping to choose the activity itself (i.e.,
what to do, where to go, etc.).

Making arrangements can

also include looking through pictures, magazines and information pamphlets.
Talking about the activity after it is over is also
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important to stimulate the young, gifted child.

Making a

scrapbook, mounting pictures with captions, categorizing
slides are a few examples of how parents can help their
gifted child reinforce a first-hand learning experience and
cement a wonderful time together permanently.

Gifted

children need parents who will help them realize their
potential without making them feel different or loved for
their accomplishments instead of for themselves.

Making

thinking fun by active involvement is one of the best ways
for parents to help their child expand and enrich his/her
intellectual ability.
The following list will assist parents to help
stimulate their young, gifted child to think:
Aids to Help Parents Stimulate Young Gifted to Think
(1) A good nursery school (see criteria)
(2) Crayons, water colors, finger paints, picture
books, glue, blunt scissors, college materials - the
emphasis should be on the process, not the finished product.
Variety, color, different materials and textures should be
available for exploration.
(3) Books of all kinds - reading to and with children
is an opportunity for special sharing while learning takes
place.
(4) Television - selectivity is important.

Children

can learn vocabulary, language, science, etc.
(5) Conversation - parents need to talk to and with
their child and allow opportunities for the child to talk.
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The quality of conversation offers many important kinds of
learning (i.e., intellectually, socially, emotionally).
(6) Enrichment (i.e., field trips, music lessons,
family time).
{7) Open-ended objects that allow for creativity
(i.e., pieces of wood, cardboard, tools).

This area

requires parental guidance.
{8) Games that are fun while also helping a child
learn to reason, understand, and cooperate (i.e., twenty
questions, rhyming word games, alphabet word games).
{9) Summer camps - provides fun, experiential
learning experiences and also provides for healthy separation.
{10) Shared hobbies - parents can help child cultivate
interests while sharing special experience together.

Suggested Activities and Material for Developing the
Potential of a Gifted Child
(1) Books and magazines encourage intellectual pursuits.

Read together and separately (if parents are

reading, child will usually read).
(2) Take advantage of everyday situations {i.e., a
walk, discussion, playing with a friend) to expand a
child's language.
(3) Excursions to the library, museums, etc., expose
a child to cultural enrichment and new ideas.
(4) Discussion with children teaches sharing ideas
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and conceptual thinking.

The abstract (such as over, few,

equal, etc.) becomes real when connections are made between
the label and the concrete meaning.
{5) Shopping/Cooking offers sequence, learning to
follow directions, measuring ingredients, mathematical
concepts, chemistry.
(6) Dramatic play offers a child a chance to
experiment, create.
(7) Play with toys that can be adapted to many
different uses.
(8) Games that offer an opportunity for quality time,
fun, thinking and skill development (i.e., chess, hangman,
scrabble).

Game playing encourages the development of

logical thought.
(9) Exposure to dance performances, art shows, planetariums, concerts that are enjoyable and also expand the
mind.
(10) Group activities such as scouting, 4-H Club and
hobby interest groups, offer positive learning by bringing
children together, who have a common interest.

Children

learn to get along with each other socially and help each
other learn.

Gifted and Creative
Gifted children are children first and gifted
children second.
creative.

No one should forget their need to be

Children should be given every chance to have

'
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freedom to expand their curiosity while they learn about
themselves and the world around them.
Young, gifted children learn through first-hand
experiences using their senses.
smell and taste.

They hear, touch, see,

Parents can help their children learn

while nurturing their creativity.

Children need sensory

experiences to reinforce learning and to enjoy their own
discoveries.
The superior imagination of young, gifted children
often enables them to use toys and materials in more ways
than their peers.
These children enjoy utilizing many different kinds
of materials.

Clay, for example, allows children to dig

and sculpt shapes in an open-ended manner.

Playdoh is

another example of providing children the opportunity to
use their imagination and creativity to do new and
different things.
Children usually do very well with simple materials.
Water and brush strokes on a wall, for example, provide an
open-ended opportunity for pleasure and creative design.
Creative materials should be available to the young child.
Some of the very basic equipment includes:
{2) records,

(3) drawing materials,

(1) books,

{4) blocks,

(5) objects

to make sounds with, and (6) toys that can be used in an
open-ended manner that can "become" a variety of things.
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Nurturing Creativity
Parents are able to observe their child as he/she
grows up, trying new things, investigating and exploring
the world around him/her, and expanding his/her experiences
through the use of imagination and freedom.
The discussion of creativity in this Parent Education
Resource Handbook deals with creativity as it pertains to
giftedness.

It is important for parents to remember that

creativity should not be put second to intellectual giftedness.
Parents can discover their child's interests by
observing what makes him/her curious.
The child who is allowed to be creative enjoys
thinking of new ideas, experimenting with those ideas and
communicating his/her discoveries.

Parents should show

confidence in and praise their child's originality.
Through parent's actions, a child's creativity can be
nurtured.

Parent actions and reactions, attitudes and

comments can positively stimulate a child to explore and
expand, and continue to develop creatively.
The list that follows offers basic, inexpensive
supplies that allow for creative exploration.

Experimen-

tation is encouraged and much can be learned while having
fun.
Treasure Box of Inexpensive Supplies
crayons
paints

colored pencils
cloth materials
cleaners cardboard
meat trays
empty thread spools
buttons
doilies
yarn
paper bags
paper cups
wood scraps
clay
old shirt or smock

Parental guidance is encouraged without telling the
child what to do or how to do it.
The following list offers characteristics of the
creative child:
(1) They react positively to new things within the
environment.
(2) They enjoy exploring in order to learn.
(3) They are curious and ask probing, deep questions.
(4) They use inventive approaches to solving problems.
(5) They are self-sufficient and independent.
(6) They sometimes "stand-out" as individuals.
(7) They readily see relationships.
(8) They have many ideas and tend to be extremely
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verbal.
(9) They are imaginative and enjoy creating, using
fantasy, storytelling, and other non-traditional
ways of expressing themselves.
(10) They are often bored by routine.
(11) Most often, these children can use their time
well without being directed by an adult, but they
still require guidance.
(12) They possess a sense of humor.
(13) They get intensely involved in listening, observing or doing something.
(14) They sometimes challenge authority.
(15) They search for the truth intensely.
(16) They possess the tendency to look for new and
different ways of doing things.

How a Parent Can Help Nurture Creativity in the Gifted
Child
(1) Provide open-ended materials and situations that
help to develop imagination (not every circumstance requires closure).
(2) Provide materials that encourage imagery (i.e.,
fairy tales, fables, nature books).
(3) Allow time for daydreaming.
(4) Encourage young child to dictate his/her ideas
(parents delight children as "secretaries").

The

older child can record his/her ideas in a note-
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book, etc.
(5) Encourage individuality.
(6) Encourage play with words

(i.e., word games, puns,

riddles, etc.).
(7) Allow the child to be independent, thus,
encouraging his/her unique qualities.
(8) Encourage the child to participate in establishing rules of conduct in the home that
requires independent thinking.
(9) Give the child space where his/her things are
stored and free play is encouraged.
(10) Provide opportunity for play that allows for
experimenting with ideas and materials.
(11) Respect your child's growing drive to accomplish
tasks creatively.
(12) Encourage, when possible, risk-taking behavior.
(13) Value the child's sense of humor, play and
spontaneity.
(14) Avoid, when possible, pressure to conform to a
group's desires.
(15) Respect the child's individuality and the quality
of his/her new ideas.

(16) Praise the child for asking questions and being
curious.
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PRESCHOOL CHILD
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The preschooler may demonstrate his/her interests
through art.

The preschooler may

b~gin

to draw, finger-

paint, use clay and experiment with color.

The gifted

preschooler may also show an early interest in music.

This

child may be advanced in remembering melodies and words to
songs.

He/she may also play a musical instrument at an

early age.
The preschooler may actually teach himself/herself
how to read by learning logos, asking for word definitions,
following words as parents read and putting sounds together
to form words.

Preschool Years
Parents can provide a good learning environment with
many experiences for the child.

Happy, pleasurable

listening experiences can assist the young, gifted
preschooler to develop an advanced vocabulary.

Parents who

actively talk to and perceptively listen to their child
assist him/her to develop a healthy self-concept.
One of the most important differences between a
gifted child and the average child is the uneven balance
between the intellectual and social/emotional development.
Socially and emotionally a child may be four years old;
yet, intellectually the same child may be equivalent to an
eight year old.

This preschooler requires parental help in

having his/her social, emotional and intellectual needs met.
Preschool gifted children require parental under-
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standing and support of their

d~fferences.

Parents need to

be sensitive to the fact that these children are at an age
when they need to please parents and other special adults
in their world.

Therefore, learning should not be

exploited or stressed.

Instead, it should be a pleasurable

and shared experience.

These children require physical

activity and chances to be creative.

A variety of

experiences will provide parents with opportunities to
observe different behaviors.
Below is a list of some of the observable characteristics in the preschool gifted child.

Characteristics and Needs of Preschool Gifted
(1) Walks and/or talks early
(2) Uses talking instead of action for communication
(enjoys using advanced vocabulary)
(3) May be more dependent on adults for communication
(may interact better with adults than peers)
(4) Must live up to high standards and be "perfect"
(5) Needs to feel understood because of the feeling
of being different
(6) May be unusually sensitive and perceptive
(7) Enjoys extremely good memory (which also helps
him/her learn
(8) Has the ability to talk deeply, enthusiastically
and honestly about his/her own feelings
(9) Has the ability to develop projects with adults
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{10) Has an excellent grasp of abstract concepts
(he/she can comprehend beyond the obvious)
(11) Enjoys collecting things and classifying them
(12) May be able to read and/or handle math concepts
(13) Has a tendency for tremendous curiosity - endless
questions, intense

e~ploration

of the environment

(14) Possesses an inexhaustible energy level

Suggested Activities for Preschool Child
(1) Storytelling - provides quality time between
parents and child while developing an appreciation for books and an opportunity to increase
vocabulary.

Storytelling can also include making

up stories with the child.

This allows the child

to exercise his/her imagination.

For example,

reading a story at bedtime provides special,
shared time while also cultivating an interest
for books.
(2) Games with rhyming - parents may set up a variety
of situations where the child ultimately takes
over as the leader.

Games with rhyming provide

the opportunity for fun while learning in any
environment (i.e., at home, while traveling, etc.)
(3) ExE_laining actions while doing something.
provides a modeling situation.

This

While cooking in

the kitchen, for example, mother or father may
explain while he/she is measuring out ingredients.
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Later, the child is observed using play with doll
and utensils while measuring "make believe"

As child is capable of measuring

ingredients.

"real ingredients," the experience expands to
still another level of ability as parent and
child make something together.
(4) Successful exploration of new interests.

This

may include a hobby or an excursion to find
answers together.

Parents should encourage child

that exploring ideas and finding new answers or
solutions is positive.

For example, there are

opportunities for children to help solve family
problems.

As the child's interests expand,

he/she acquires new insights about the world
around him.

(It should be noted that lifetime

hobbies often come from early chil.dhood
interests.)
As the child continues to grow, parents should continue to develop the child's "taste" for learning and the
satisfaction in his/her achievement.

Parents who help

their child work at his/her level of capability encourage
new interests and high standards because of the challenges
and pleasures of learning.

Choosing a Nursery School
Nursery school supplements the home.
can offer the following:

Nursery school
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(1) Greater play space than the average home
(2) More and larger play equipment - allowing for
digging, climbing and creative play under constant supervision
(3) Opportunities to play with peers under trained
supervision
(4) Supervised activities with peer group that
include dramatic play, block play, science,
language arts, social studies themes

(i.e.,

community helpers, growing, transportation)
(5) Opportunities to play with boys and girls in a
variety of situations always with a trained early
childhood educator
A good nursery school offers many opportunities and
advantages for a gifted child's development.

The explo-

ration into the world of science, art, music, stories,
field trips are but a few examples that offer a marvelous
partnership with the home that contributes greatly to the
child's development.
Listed below are guidelines developed by the
National Association of Nursery Education to help parents
identify a good nursery school:
(1) Provides ample indoor and outdoor space
(2) Has safe sanitary conditions
(3) Protects and promotes child's health
(4) Provides appropriate and sufficient equipment and
play materials for child's growth
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(5) Has enough good teachers both to guide group
living and to take care of individual children's
needs
(6) Helps the child to gain increasing power and
facility in the use of language, paints, clay,
blocks and other constructive materials to
express his understanding of ever-widening
experiences; seldom shown or told what to make,
but is encouraged to use materials creatively
(7) Helps children develop wholesome attitudes toward
their own body and bodily functions
{8) Provides opportunities for the child's social
development
(9) Considers parents as well as children
(10) Has teachers who are well adjusted and who understand children and how they learn
(11) Pays attention to what a child does, but also to
why he does it and how to help him

(12) Provides for child observation, records progress,
and development, guides parents
(13) Considers the varying needs of the entire family
with special responsibility for the growth and
protection of the child himself
(14)

Recognizes the importance of regularity in the
lives of young children but "routines" are not
over-stressed

(15) Realize the need for close cooperation in the
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entire nursery school staff
(16) Uses all available community resources
The warmth and support of a competent teacher, a
friendly, safe and healthy environment, plenty of things to
play with, the opportunity to expand knowledge and enjoy
exposure to science, language, art, music, are the makings
of a good nursery school - the extension of home and the
bridge to kindergarten.
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Signs of Giftedness in the School-Aged Child
The following list is the summary of characteristics
that have been identified by experts in the field of gifted
education.
In order to use this list effectively, realize the
purpose of the list is to help you identify potential
intellectual giftedness in your child.
point.

It is the beginning

Do not expect your child to possess every charac-

teristic.
(1) Gifted children often read earlier - before
kindergarten and with a greater comprehension
than their peers.
(2) Their reading skills are superior and they enjoy
reading in quantity.
(3) They have large vocabularies for their age.
(4) They may be somewhat above average for their
chronological age in height, weight, physique and
physical endurance.

They may also develop a

little earlier than their peers.
(5) They learn basic skills more quickly and require
less drill, although they usually resist all
drill.
(6) They demonstrate early interest in time concepts
(i.e., yesterday, today, tomorrow), including
clocks and calendars.
(7) They have many interests, some of which are
self-directed, and coupled with lots of curiosity.
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(8) They have the ability for abstract thinking that
is superior to their peers.
(9} Their concentration and attention span is longer.
(10) Their curiosity is advanced and they ask endless
questions.
(11) They collect things in orderly way (i.e., birds,
stamps, shells, rocks}.
(12) They enjoy many hobbies in comparison with their
age group.
(13) They enjoy games at an earlier age (i.e., chess,
solitaire), especially games with rules that
challenge.
(14} They use reasoning power that results in understanding relationships that are not obvious at an
earlier age.

This includes creative thinking.

(15) Their concentration and attention spans are
greater than their age group.
(16) They usually enjoy positive relationships with
adults.
(17) Their retention of facts and recall of detail is
advanced.
(18) They often have a sophisticated sense of humor.
(19) They may have unusual skill in art or music.
(20} They have the ability to adapt learning to new
situations easily.
(21} They may be impatient with others,
adults at home and school.

includi~g

Their behavior
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patterns are not always acceptable.
(22) They usually li:ke school because of their desire
to learn.
(23) They show a great deal of originality in play,
school, planning and adjusting to different
situations.
(24) They have the ability to judge relationships,
conclusions and evaluations.
(25) They evaluate their strengths and weaknesses
realistically.
(26) They learn from errors.

When Should the Child Be Evaluated By the School?
When parents or teachers suspect a child may be
intellectually gifted, it is time to request an evaluation
so that an appropriate educational program can be available
to meet the child's needs.
The evaluation process in the Los Angeles Unified
School District is comprehensive and utilizes a variety of
sources to identify intellectual giftedness in a four-step
process.

The four components include:

(1) Search - All children are considered for the
initial search which is then narrowed to select
appropriate candidates.

Teacher evaluation,

parent involvement and student evaluation are
included.
(2) Screening - An educational history is collected
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and evaluated during this process.

An educa-

tional history includes school records, prior
test results, group intelligence results,
anecdotal records and teacher/staff comments.
Home and parent information, which may include a
home visit, parent questionnaire, or parent
interview, and indicators such as leadership
activities, special talents, formal training or
lessons, interests, are alsopartof this process.
(3) Documentation - Before this step can begin,
parents must give their written permission for
their child to participate in this process.

The

documentation process is crucial because its
purpose is to collect any additional support for
the identification of children who are intellectually gifted.
This includes the school psychologist giving the
child an I.Q. test along with any other assessment measures.

Parents should ask the school

psychologist for the following information prior
to giving written consent:
(A) Which test will be used?

Why?

(B) What kind of information will you find
out about my child as a result of giving
him/her an I.Q. test?
(C) What other ways will be used to determine

whether my child is gifted?
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It is important to note that since the Mangers
Legislation of June, 1980, the Los Angeles
Unified School District no longer uses an I.Q.
test score as a sole cutoff point to quality for
the intellectually gifted category.

The I.Q.
.I

score is primarily used to discover a child's
strengths and weaknesses.

Therefore, when all

the assessment is completed and the school
psychologist is reviewing with the parents the
decision regarding the child's eligibility,
parents should make sure they receive answers to
the following questions:
(A) What do the scores mean?
. I

{B) What are my child's strengths and weaknesses on the basis of the I.Q. test?
(C) How can I, as a parent, help my child?
It is also during the documentation period that
further support is collected, interpreted and
analyzed.

This may include additional infor-

mation from school records, prior test data,
teacher comments and other appropriate data.
(4) Identification - The placement committee, usually
consisting of the school psychologist, the school
principal and a teacher who is familiar with the
child's work, makes its recommendation.
This case study approach used by the District is
usually prepared by the school psychologist and includes:
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{1) Brief description of search procedure
{2) Review of data collected in screening process
{3) Summary of documented data
{4) Recommendations based on individualized needs of
child
{5) Placement committee's recommendation

A Note About the I.Q. Test
It is very important that parents understand that the
I.Q. test is a single tool in a wide range of tools that
are used to evaluate the potentially gifted child.

The

I.Q. test does indicate strengths and weaknesses which can
be used in planning a program for a child.

The I.Q. test

does not measure social adjustment, creative thinking,
emotional maturity, artistic or musical talent, or leadership skills.

In the preschooler, the I.Q. test may not be

a stable predictor of intelligence due to the unpredictability of the behavior and attention span of the child
taking the test and his/her lack of experience.
Regardless of the child's age, it should be stressed
that a single test does not totally indicate a child's
potential.

Parents should not think the I.Q. score is

.,all-important., or abuse the information by bragging and,
thus making their child seem different.
serve to inflate parents' egos.
manner is potentially abusive.

Such actions only

To exploit a child in this
Parents who boast about

their child's I.Q. often give the child a message that
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he/she is loved for a high score or accomplishment instead
of for being a special human being.

Local School Program Designs
The design of a local school program is dependent on
such factors as the number of gifted children at the school,
the manner of clustering the students, the available
resources and the goals and objectives of the program.

The

design of the program does not determine the quality of the
program but rather it helps to facilitate the differentiation of instruction for gifted children.
Two program requirements must be emphasized:

(1)

The

program must have a minimum of two hundred minutes per week
for thirty weeks in a school year; and (2) Parents must be
involved in the planning and evaluation of the program.
The local school determines the option selected.

The

following designs have been used successfully:
{1) Special Classes or Schools
Gifted children may be grouped in classes where
the instruction is differentiated and enriched.
These classes usually offer a variety of
instructional strategies and learning techniques.
{2)

"Pull-Out" Teachers
A number of teachers who travel to certain
schools teaching a qualitatively differentiated
curriculum to gifted children.

This curriculum

provides enrichment activities beyond the regular

I
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classroom.
( 3) Resource Centers
Areas such as the library or a selected classroom
are designated to serve gifted children with
enrichment material.

The goal is to expand
. I

gifted children's interests and abilities.
{4) Summer Programs
These range from the possibility of some limited
school district programs to universities that
offer intensive learning experiences to gifted
children in academic areas as well as in the arts.
{5} Accelerated Programs
Children are allowed to participate with advanced
grade levels for academics.

Screening Program, Grades One and TWo
The evaluation process does not usually begin until
the third grade.

As a result, the Office for Gifted/Talented Programs
within the Los Angeles Unified School District has established a procedure to screen children in grades one and
two.

This program is at the discretion of the local

administrator.

Parents should voice their interest to the

school principal.
The intent of the Screening Program for Grades One
and Two is to nurture a child's capabilities, to allow
his/her to learn at a rate appropriate to his/her capa-
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bilities, and to enjoy opportunities to be challenged and
to demonstrate talent.
This program provides for on-going documentation
during the participation phase of the program.

This allows

for the gathering of data in a nurturing environment.
This program began June 30, 1980.

Questions should

be addressed to your child's school or to Gifted/Talented
Programs, Los Angeles Unified School District (address:
450 North Grand Avenue, Room GllO, Los Angeles, CA 90012;
telephone 213-625-6500).

Magnet Programs Designed for Gifted
The Los Angeles Unified School District has developed
two kinds of magnet programs specifically for the capable
learner.

The description below will assist parents in

knowing the basic difference between the two.

Parents make

application to a specific program in the spring of the
year.

The Choices Brochure issued by the Magnet Office

lists the Magnet Center offerings.

Magnet for Gifted and High Ability Students
Gifted and high-ability students who work two years
above grade level or more are grouped together for an
academically accelerated curriculum.

This program centers

around the philosophy that qualified children thrive in a
creative, imaginative, enriched environment that offers
challenge in the basic academic subjects.
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The qualified child must either be identified as
intellectually gifted or have demonstrated achievement at
least two years above grade level in most academic areas.
For children who attend private school or schools
outside of the Los Angeles Unified School District,
official verification from the attending school is required.
For children who presently attend a school within the
Los Angeles Unified School District, no verification is
required as the child's current records will be automatically checked.

Highly Gifted Magnet
This magnet program offers an advanced, intensive
curriculum to the child who has a positive self-concept,
varied interests and an I.Q. of at least 145.

Critical and

creative thinking are encouraged in this highly accelerated
program.

For details, questions should be directed to

Office for Gifted/Talented Programs, Los Angeles Unified
School District (address: 450 North Grand Avenue, Room GllO,
Los Angeles, CA 90012; telephone 213-625-6500).

ARE YOU A GIFTED PARENT?

(Adapted from Los Angeles Unified

School District, Division of Educational Support Services,
Counseling and Psychological Services Branch.)
Parents need to help their gifted child discover and
develop his/her abilities.
The list below is a set of reminders as to how
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parents can help recognize and encourage their child's
giftedness:
(1) Do you answer your child's questions with
patience and good humor?
{2} Do you use his/her questions as guides for
further learning and exploration?
{3) Do you help your child learn physical and social
skills as much as you encourage mental growth?
(4) Do you help your child get along with children of
all intelligence levels?
(5) Do you avoid comparing the child with siblings or
companions?
{6) Do you set firm, consistent discipline that is
neither too harsh nor too permissive?
(7) Do you show your child that he/she is loved for
his/her own sake and not just for intellectual
achievements?
(8) Do you avoid overstressing intellectual achievement?
(9) Do you help the child to select worthwhile
reading materials and television programs?
(10) Do you provide a variety of materials - books,
toys, puzzle·s, games, art supplies - that will
challenge the child's mind and nurture creativity?
(11) Do you take you child to concerts, museums,
libraries, and other places of interest?
(12) Do you enjoy sports and playful activities with
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your child?
(13) Do you allow your child to learn about and share
some of your hobbies?
(14) Do you enable your child to participate in group
activities?
(15) Do you help your child budget time, organize work
and improve study habits?
(16) Do you give the child household responsibilities
and other tasks suitable for his/her age and
abilities?
(17) Do you give your child increasing independence as
his/her ability to handle responsibility
increases?
(18} Do you resist showing off your child in front of
friends and relatives?
(19) Do you teach your child to use his/her giftedness
for the benefit of sbciety rather than only for
selfish purposes?
(20} Do your expressions of attitude and behavior set
the example for what you want your child to
follow?
(21) Do you speak at the child's age level and avoid
"talking down" to him/her?
(22) Do you help your child learn how to make his/her
own decisions as he/she can handle the responsibility?
(23) Do you permit your child time for thinking and
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daydreaming?
(24) Do you provide a space to display your child's
work?
(25} Do you understand that there is a major difference
between supporting your child's capabilities and
pressuring your child?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES TO ENJOY TOGETHER
The activities listed below offer some suggestions to
parents for spending quality time going to special places
with their child.

This list is intended to be a beginning.

Parents and children are encouraged to add to the list as
they enjoy new shared learning experiences together.

Bob Baker Marionette Theater
1345 West 1st Street
Los Angeles

Cabrillo Beach Marine Museum
3720 Stephen White Drive
San Pedro

California State Museum of Science and Industry
700 State Drive
Los Angeles
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(\

.

Children's Playce
Sherman Oaks Galleria
15301 Ventura Boulevard
Sherman Oaks

Huntington Library, Art Gallery and Botanical Gardens
1151 Oxford Drive
San Marino

Los Angeles Children's Museum
310 North Main, Los Angeles Mall
Los Angeles

Los Angeles County Museum of Art
5905 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles

Los Angeles County Natural History Museum
900 Exposition Boulevard
Los Angeles

Kid's Space Museum
390 south El Molino
Pasadena
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Music Machine
12220 West Pice Boulevard
West Los Angeles

Norton Simon Museum

411 West Colorado Boulevard
Pasadena

Puppet Center
1238 South Beach Boulevard
Anaheim

RESOURCES:

WHERE PARENTS CAN GO FOR MORE INFORMATION

Parents are encouraged to join local groups designed
to offer information, enrichment classes for the gifted
child and a place for family involvement.

Local Advocacy and Information
Gifted Children's Association of Los Angeles
P.O. Box 480156
Los Angeles, California 90048

Gifted Children's Association of San Fernando Valley
17915 Ventura Boulevard, #230
Encino, California 91316
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Gifted Children's Association of the Foothills
P.O. Box 4132
Covina, California 91723

Gifted Children's Association of Long Beach
P.O. Box 1527
Long Beach, California 90801

Harbor Association for Gifted and Talented
2109 Amelia Avenue
San Pedro, California 90731

Los Angeles Magnet Schools Association
9629 Kirkside Road
Los Angeles, California 90035

State Advocacy and Information
California Association for the Gifted
C/O Sharon Mountford
CAG Membership
23684 Schoenborn Street
Canoga Park, California 91304
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California Association for the Gifted
Office of the Los Angeles County Superintendant
of Schools
9300 East Imperial Highway
Downey, California 90242

National Advocacy and Information
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

National/State Leadership Training Institute
of the Gifted and Talented
316 West Second Street, Suite PH-C
Los Angeles, California 90012

Chapter 5
SUMMARY
Parents of young, gifted children have expressed a
great need for guidelines to recognize and nurture their
child's intellectual giftedness and creativity.
Research studies about gifted children are mainly
documented on the child older than eight years.

However,

some of this information is helpful in understanding
characteristics of the younger gifted child and the
critical importance of the parent role.

The available

literature emphasizes how crucial the environment is to the
young child.

The literature also supports that learning

begins in the crib - not in elementary school.
The review of the literature for this thesis also
supports

th~

need for parental understanding in order to

meet the needs of the intellectually gifted child.

The

role of parental attitude in the development of gifted
children is another issue discussed in the literature
review.

Children in the four to eight age group want to

please their parents and other special adults in their
world.

Therefore, i t is imperative that parents understand

how to nurture and praise their child's capabilities and
creativity.
Creativity has been discussed in connection with the
intellectually gifted child rather than as a separate issue.
Creativity, that "free-spirit" in a child, must not be
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ignored or squashed at the risk of putting all the attention on a child's intellectual giftedness.

The literature

supports this writer's philosophy that a child is a child
first and gifted second.
The Parent Education Resource Handbook fulfills a
need for parents of gifted young children, ages four
through eight.

Using the results of the survey to pinpoint

the areas of concern to parents, the Parent Education
Resource Handbook was developed.

The resource material

provided will assist parents in understanding their child's
needs and encouraging their child's talent as an enjoyable,
positive experience.

The information will also enable

parents to make informed choices for their child.
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APPENDIX A
LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
STUDENT GUIDANCE SERVICES DIVISION
Psychological Services Branch
PARENT INVENTORY
Name of Student --------------------------~----------------------Birthdate
Schoo 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Grade
Date - - - - - - - - - - The information requested on this inventory will be helpful in providing appropriate
educational experiences for your child. Please read each statement carefully and indicate
how often you have observed the behavior by marking an! according to this scale.
1.

Seldom/Never

2.

Occasionally
I.

3.

To A Considerable Degree

LEARNING CHARACTERISTICS

4.

Almost Always
2 3 4

!Remembering or recalling information
- Uses a large vocabulary.
- States specific facts from past experience.
- Learns things quickly.
~nderstanding information
- Reads a lot and explains what has been read.
- Speaks with a "richness" of expression and provides many details.
- Plays games well accordin-g to directions or rules.
-Com letes homework easil and accurate! .
- Attacks difficult new words in a methodical way.
- Solves everyday problems at home by using math.
-A plies school learnin to fi ure out answers in other
-

Explains what is wrong with an activity
Points out differences and similarities
Finds and uses relevant information and
Se arates factual information from that

laces.

and how it can be done better.
among people and events.
facts.
which is fictional.

- Plans projects and solves problems by using imagination and new ideas.
- Writes stories and poems.
- Sees relationshi s between thin s that are not obvious.
- Describes own social/academic progress based on certain set standards.
-Criticizes works of art, music, or writing by clearly defined guidelines.
II.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

~ritical Thinking

- Displays concern for right and wrong, honor and truth.
- Asks a lot of quest ions about "why" instead of "what."
- Does not accept what someone says without questioning it.
- Is impatient with illogical, sloppy, or disorganized thinking.
- Is self-critical and demands erfection· finds and corrects own mistakes.
Concentration and Effort
-Pays attention for long periods of time; stays with activity until finished.
- Explores many types of interests, but may concentrate on one.
- Seeks tasks that are not routine and repetitive.
- Has a lot of energy.
jl ndependence
- Organizes and structures things, people, and events.
- Helps others and directs their activities.
-Works well alone and independently thinks things through to the finish.
-Accepts responsibility willingly.
IVersat i 1 i ty
- Develops many interests more common to older persons.
Has many projects going at home.
-Accepts changes in normal routine, adapting easily to new situations.
- Has many ideas to share.
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1.

Seldom/Never

2.

Occasionally

3.

To A Considerable Degree

4.

Almost Ah.ays
1

11

roblems over eas

2

3

4

1 wonder what would happen If ... ".
ones.

- Is aware of and likes beautiful things.
- Has more advanced sense of humor than is expected for age.
- Is sensitive to the feelings and moods of others.
putwardness
- Enjoys being around others and is easy to get along with.
- Self-confident with age-mates and adults.
-Participates in many activities when not in school.
Ill.

PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS BELOW

. 1.

What special talents or ski lis does this student h a v e ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1.

Are there any conditions/problems which might affect school performance?-------

3.

What kind of things does this student do outside of school time? (Hobbies, sports,
community activities, etc.) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

What are this student's feelings toward school7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

s.

What kinds of skills would you like this student to develop?---------------

6.

What are your educational goals for this s t u d e n t ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

].

What suggestions can you make that might help in planning for this student's
educational program?---------------------------------------

Signature

Relationship to student

Date

This form is to be filed in the student's Developmental Case Study envelope.
Form 13.36 (PS-83 Rev.)

APPENDIX B

8 C I I I R I R C
P R 0 G R A M
Por Gifted/Taleated: Gradea 1 AMD 2

LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Offiee of Elementary Instruetion
Gifted/Talented Programs
Oetober, 1982
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S-:reenins Prosnm for Cifud/Talenud:
Cradu 1 and 2 11 an oraanaed
so:reenin& proaram to observe and nurture potentially lifted/talented students
in Cradu 1 and 2.
The so:nenina proaram baa been developed beo:auae early
labelina of o:bi1dren. ia· diffi-:ult as there aay be inauffi<:ient data, the
ehild 'a lenath of t 1m& in aehool aay have been too abort for obaarvat.ion of
eharacteristica, and teat results are not always reliable.
The objectives of the proaram include:
• To develop basic
capabilities •

skills

at

a rete appropriate to the pnticipant 'a

• To atrenatben each child's potential for creative and critical problem
aolvina·
To recoanize and nurture intellectual, physical, social and eliiOtional
needs of potentially able children.
To involve parents.
The screening .prosram is conducted in. tvo phases at the local ae.hool level,
search and s-:reening.
After initiatina a aaa:r-:h, schools form,
within the
regular classroom, a cluster of students who seem to 11ave &ifted/talented
potential.
Dur~ng

:he screening phase of the program,
6Ce\111lulate the follovin& data on each student:

teachers

of

selected

students

A brief rationale on why the student vas entered into the proaram.
A description of an instructional proaram that 11 beat for the student.
An assessment of the student's atrenatbs and weaknesses.
As cata are ao:o:\IIDulated throuahout the year, students may be removed or added
to the proaram, depending on individual needs.
The tentative nature of
plao:ement in the proaram should be explained to parents, and their consent
must be obtained.
Parents should be involved in both plannina and evaluatina
the proaram.
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Gifted/Talented Proar ... aratafully acknovlada•• the contributions of the ...bera
of the development co.mittaa vbo aava aanaroualy of their tt.a and idaaa. They
provided examples of laaaona and units for thilil publication and participated in
follow-up in-service trainina ..atinaa to t.pla..nt thia acreenina proar...
Deep appreciation ia extended to Sheila S•ith, District Adviaar, vbo aarvad aa
Project Director for the acraanina proar...
Allyn 1. Arnold, Coordinator
Gifted/Talented Proar...
Bernice Cbriatanaon, Inatructional Spacialiat, rat.
Ela..ntary Lanauaa• Arts
Sylvia Dean, ;aycholoaiata
Paycholoaical Services
Jacqueline Di..ond-Yataa, Teacher
North Hollywood Continuation School
·Helena Eiaan.ann, Teacher
Carpenter Avenue Proar.. for Hiahly Gifted
Maria X.ndricka, Coordinator
Baldwin Hilla El ...ntary School
Jean Lamb, Teacher
Brandvood Science Magnet
Barbara Preston, Director
Early Childhood Proaram
Temple !mat of Woodland Hilla
Barbara Price, Specialist
Paycholoaical Sarvicaa Branch
Elizabeth Sali...n-Bravo, Teacher
Vena Maanat for Giftad/Hiah Achieving
Sheila S•ith, District Adviser
Gifted/Talented Proar...
Sandra Toth, Teacher
Balboa Maanat for Giftad/Hi&h Achiavina
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LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Division of Eaucational Support Services
caADES 1 AND 2 SEARCH AND SCREENING STEPS

1.

Discuss the Grades 1 and 2 screening Program with teachers of grade
levels to be served ana with teachers of the prior grade level.

2.

Describe characteristics of students sought for the program.

3.

Discuss search activities that can be incorporated into regular
classroom activities.

4.

Incorporate the search activities into regular classroom activities
and look for behaviors that show ability beyond that of age/grade

level expectations.

Keep a record of observations.

5.

Elicit names of candidates from teachers.

6.

Rave current teachers complete the Rating scale for screening
Potentially Gifted/Talented.

7.

Review cumulative recores for any significant comments or achievement
test scores.

a.

Present an overview of the program to parents of nominees ana ask
them to complete the Parent Inventory.

9.

Incorporate any additional information available from such sources
as subject area/special interest teachers (art, music, media center,
reading, bilingual, physical education), nurse, aiaee, and the like.

10.

Compile information about each referral on a summary chart.

11.

Review data ana select students who have the largest cluster of
characteristics.

FOr assistance, please call Barbara Price, Specialist, Counseling and
Psychological services at 625-6500.
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LOS ANGELES UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
School Letter Head

Programs for Gifted/Talented

SAMPLE INFORMATION LE'l"l'ER FOR PARENTS
Date:
Dear Parent:
This year
School will participate in a new program to
locate potentially gifted/talented students in grades 1 and 2. Participation
in the program gives children an opportunity for informal screening of their
special capabilities at an early age. The screening program will focus on
activities which include:
developing basic skills at a rate appropriate to the participant's
capabilities
strengthening each child's potential for creative and critical
problem solving
recognizing and nurturing the intellectual, physical, social
and emotional needs of able children
involving parents
Selected candidates will be clustered in their first or second grade class.
Placement in the cluster is tentative and flexible, subject to the demonstrated
needs of the individual child and does not constitute formal identification
for the gifted/talented program.
At the end of the school year, a recommendation will be made on the future
program needs of each participating student. The recommendation will be
based on the individual student's progress while in the program. A Grade
student may be recommended either to return to the regular program or the
student may be recommended to continue in the program in Grade 2.
A Grade 2 student will either be recommended to return to the regular
program, or be considered for formal identification in the Program for
Gifted/Talented, or be considered for further screening at a later date.
If you would like to have your child participate in the screening program,
please complete the tear-off below and the attached questionnaire and return them to:
Room~------------------'l'eacher

____________________________________

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * TEAR- 0 F F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

SCBOOL~------------------------------------~-------~DA'l'E~-----------------I give my consent to have my child participate in the screening program for
potentially gifted/talented students. I understand that such participation
does not constitute formal identification for the gifted/talented program.
Parent Signature~--------------------------------------PLEASE RETURN THIS TEAR-OFF '1'0 YOUR CHILD'S TEACHER.
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TO THE TEACHEll
Screenins Prosram For Grades 1 end 2: An Instructional Guide, ducribeaamodal
and a philoaophy for teacher obaervation of the talents and abilitiea of
potentially able diUdren ill 'Crades 1 and 2.
The undarlyina philoaophy of
this auide is that classro- iftstruction which encouraau children to perfon
to the best of their ability will offer . .x:I.IDIIII opportunitiea to display the
special capabilities or abilities to be screeDed. for this purpoae, the auide
1) contains specific procedures for oraani&ina and conductin& a screenina
proaram;
2) furnishes initial seareh activitiaa;l 3) aivea :l.lluatrative
leasona, U11its, and auaaeated aaaess. .fttf; and' 4) includes a aample parent
:l.nforlllt:l.onal letter and par·e!lt i!lven~ory.
. :
The activities
included in the inatructional components of thia au ide, are
deaianed to p~ovide opportunitiea for children to usa hi&her laval thinkina
akilla auch as analysis, ayntheail, and evaluation.
These critical thinkina
akilla, baaed on the lenja•in s. llo-, Taxonomy of Educational Objectivu,2
represent hi&h•r levela of coanitive development. The IU&JIIted actiVitill in
the &uide inuarate coanitive and affective learnin& experiencea. Frequent
opportunities to use critical UiinkiDI abilitiea result in development and
refinement of these akilla.
Screenins proaram learnin& experiences evolve from concepti that are know:n about
how children learn, such as that:
• Children brin& varioua network• of understandins to their interactions
.. wi.th the environment,
Children IDIISt be &ivan the opportunity to acquire basic skills as a
foundation for extended and enriched experiences.
• Children proaress as a
with their environ~~~~nt •
.Children learn most
are ehallenaed.

.

direct result of explorat·iona and interaction

effectively when the

senaory/coanitive abilities

Children's intellectual and creative skills
early stimulation of the use of these skills.

can be enhanced through

Children are individuala each with a unique combination of interests,
needs and strenaths •
• Children are happiest when newly &ained skills are uaed for meaninaful
participation in their world of learnin&.

1 Search activities are those learning experiences or tasks which provide
children with opportunities to display -the characteristics listed on the
Rating Seale for Potentially Able Pupils - See Appendix, Form c.
2 Benjamin s. Bloom, et. al., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, The Classification of Educational Goals, Handbook 1:
Co nitive Domain.
(Ne,; York:
David McKay, 1965 ,

I
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Spe~ial attention to affe~tive chanaea, such as the ~hild'a interests, attitudes
and behavior• will provide the teacher with 1-,ortant screenina information.

The acreenina proar.. encouraaea teachers to ..ke the acraanin& proceaa a joint
ventura between the school and home. Parent involv... nt yields ..ny dividenda.
Parenti can supply crucial information about charactaristica of their ~ildran
that ..Y not be readily evident in tba claaaroa. aettin&•

'
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OISERVATlON

Throuah infonaal o'baerve~ion the a-:r.. nina proar. . teacher vill find opportunities to obtain rich resources ~f infoZ'INtion about o:hildren'a potential abilities. Teachers can conduct aaau·a-nt of atudenta abilities both durin& infoZ'INl
activities durin& atnsctured learnina experiences.
Five •inutea of infoZ'INl
observation, durina vbicb the teacher is not nec .. aarily interactina vitb the
children, vill reveal bov children respond to otbera and the . . teriala in their
environment.
Theae can be important obaarvationa aa they can yield too
confirmin& info'l'aation about a child's leadership ability and ability to a•t
alona vith others (latina Scale for Screenins, 112 and 115.)
Sino:• children are constantly. chanaina and reapondina,
vbio:h the teacher observes infor..lly vill be verbal
reaponua to activities.
Phylical body lanauaae reveals
enthusiasm and dear•• of enaaaement in a task (latina Seale

=

.ucb of the behavior
as vall aa physical
JDUch about a child's
for Screenina, #6.)

STRUCTUP.ED OBSERVATION
For structured periods of observation, the screenin& proar. . teaclar v:l.ll find
uae of the Ratin Seale for Grades 1 and 2 Potential! Able Pu ila a helpful
device for reeordina observations
Appendix, Form C-1 •
This ratina seale
should be used to record behaviors that ahov ability bwyond that of aae/arade
level cucpe<:Utiona.
The laarch ao:tiVitiea, lessons, and unitl provide learnin&
experiences that sustain and extend thinkin& and thus, easily &iva the acreenin&
prt-aram· teacher an opportunity to observe for cbaraet•riltics of the potentially
abla.
The followin& are some queationin& techniques to uae for illicitina potentially
a~le behaviors durin& a structured activity for observation:
• Ask questions that encouraae evaluation.
to choose?

lov vill you decide which one

• Repeat a statelllent to clarify it or paraphrase it to reflect back on the
central idea. Is this the vey jou are sayina?
Ask for 1110re data or elaboration.
~~at is your evidence?
• Ask for the pupils'
opinion?
• Ask for an analysis;

ideas,

Vbat other observations did you make?

opinions or point of viev.

What

is your

Hov does this co.pare vith._________________________?
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of how the Screenina Proaram is conducted.

The school administratGr will:
- Select the teacher(•) who will provide the instructional proaram.
- Discuss the Screenina Proaram for Cradas 1 and 2 with teachers of arade
levels to be served and with teachers of the prior arade level. Include
characteristics of studenta aou&ht for the proaram and search act.iv~tiel
that can be incorporated in reaular classroom activities.
The current teacher(s) will:
- Incorporate the search activities into reaular classroom activities and
look for behaviors that show ability beyond that of aae/arade level
expectations. A record of observations will be kept. (Appendix, Forms c-D)
- Elicit names of candidates froa their previous teachers.
- Complete the latina
(Appendix, Form C)
~

Review cumulative
test scores.

Scale

recorda

for

Screenina

Potentially Gifted/Talented.

for any sianificant comments or achiev...nt

- Present an ov•rview of the pro1•~ to parents of nominees and ask tham to
ecmplete the Parent Inventory. (Appendix, Form B)
- Obtain and incorporate any additional informstion available from such
sources as subject area/special interest teachers (art, music, ..dia
center, readina, bilinaual, physical education), nurse aides, and the like.
- Compile information about each rehrral on a Screenina Prosra11111ina Worksheet. (Appendix, Form D)
- Review data and select sutdents who have the laraest cluster of charao:teristies.
- Cluster participants in the seleeted teacher's classroom.
- Implement the instructional proaram.
- Conduct an on-aoing evaluation of student performance.
- Cather and evaluate parent evaluation(s) of proaram.
-Cather, "analyze, and •~riae individual student data for recommendations
to proceed with formal identification, to continue in the screening
program, or to return to the reaular class.
- Compl•te final evaluation of loeal sehool sereenins program.
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CKEATING
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LEAKRING
ENVIION!fENT
OISEKVATIOR

When eonsiderina a learnin& environment for observina the skills and abilities
of youna ehildren, it is tmportant to note that no aspeet of development moves
alona in isolation.
One tDUst eonsider that eaeh ehild' s feelinas, relationships and adaptations to the •. soeial eontut are elosely bound to each other
as well as to the eoanitive efforts of explorina, ereatin& and makina sense
of the world.
In plannina the elauro011 environment then, one must provide
activities that will eneouraae eaeh ~ild to arow physically, . . ntally,
socially and emotionally.
CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
The brief descriptions that follow are examples of clauro0111 actt"D'itiu that
provide many opportunities for children to demonstrate their opportunities for
children to demonstrate their arowth in skills and abilities and for the
teao:her to observe and as sell their potential capabilities. These ao:tivities
have been identified with the sequence yf levels of learnina ao:cordina to
lloOJD's TaxonOJDY of Eduo:ational Objeo:tives.
Knowledae (Reeall and list)
A aroup of ehildren is makin& a list of books for the Book .Exehanae
Shelf. They IDUst list them in alphabetio:al order.
Comprehension (Change information into another form, repeat, explain)
A math aroup is eonstrueting a araph of their favorite foods.
They
must use the graph content when presenting an oral report to the class.
Application (Solve a problem)
A study center hu been set up as a Travel Center. A small aroup is
at the Travel Center planning a camping trip.
They must dedde what
to take with them and why.
There are brochures, travel posters and
sample knapsack to illustrate .the space that they will have for
'essentials.
Analysis (Separate information into o:omponent parts)
A class discussion eenters around the eoncept of time (yesterday,
today, now, later, tomorrow). The ehildren select strips on which the
time concept words are printed and place the strips in time sequence.
Next, they tell a story that illustrates that time.
S"nthesis (Solve a problem by puttin& information together that requires
.
ori&inal, -:restive thinking)
A small aroup is
listenina to animal fables. They will identify the
eharacteristies of the genre and will use the characteristics in
ereating and writin& a new fable.
!:valuation (Make qualitative and quantitative judgments according to set
standards)
A sma 11 a roup 1·1 .. looking at a series of pictures.
They must discuss
the content of each picture, decide whether the content pietured is
real or make-believe, tell why, and sort the pietures into the two
categories.

l Sen amin S. Bloom, et. al.,
o:a: on of Educational
Dav d ~eKay, 1965).

Taxono~v

Goals,

of Educational Objectives, The ClassifiH•nabooK 1:
Cognitive Domain.
(Sew York:
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CLASSROOM FlJRNlTUJtE AJUWICEMENT

1

The physical oraanization of a elasaro0111 ia i.portant for affective uachina
and laarnina.
Its appearance should be invitina and functional. It should be
planned to allow for chana•• for various activities and types of instruction.
Learn ina canters, rhythmic activitiu, and aroupina of childra11 accord ina to
their needs in different subjac~ areas should be considered.
The followina charts raprase11t four suaaasted vays in which the primary
classroom 11ay be ar.ranaed. These and other arrana ... nu in addition to· ideas
fo: classroom environment, classroom bulletin board displays, clauro0111
materials, tima schedules, homavork policy, auaautad homework activities a n.d
markina practices and procedures are located in u ... nury School Curriculum:
A B•lancad Proaram.l

•

~os Angeles
Unified School District. _ Elementary School Curriculum:
A·
3a lanced Prosrarn, Publication No. X-107.
(Los Angeles:
Los Angeles Unified
S=hool District, Instructional Planning Division, 1970), pp. 698-759.

APPENDIX C
DEVELOPMENTAL GUIDELINES
Hall, E. and N. Skinner. Somewhere to Turn: Strategies
for Parents of the Gifted and Talented. New York:
Teachers College Press, 1980.

General Motor Ability
Normal
Months
Lifts chin up when lying stomach down
Holds up both head and chest
Rolls over
Sits up with support
Sits alone
Stands with help
Stands holding on
Creeps
Stands alone well
Walks alone
Walks, creeping is discarded
Creeps up stairs
Walks up stairs
Seats self in chair
Turns pages of book
Walks down stairs one hand held
Walks up stairs holds rail
Runs well, no falling
Walks up and down stairs alone
Walks on tiptoe
Jumps with both feet
Alternates feet when walking up stairs
Jumps from bottom step
Rides tricycle using pedals
Skips on one foot only
Throws ball
Skips alternating feet

1
2
3
4
7
8
9
11
11
12.5
15
15
18
18
18
21
21
24
24
30
30
36
36
36
48
48
60

30%
More
Advanced
0.7
1.4
2.1
2.8
4.9
5.6
6.3
7.7
7.7
8.75
10.5
10.5
12.6
12.6
12.6
14.7
14.7
16.8
16.8
21.0
21.0
25.2
25.2
25.2
33.6
33.6
42.0

Fine Motor Ability
Normal
Months
Grasps handle of spoon but lets go
quickly
Vertical eye coordination
Plays with rattle
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·1
1
3

30%
More
Advanced
0.7
0.7
2.1
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Fine Motor Ability (continued)

Manipulates a ball, is interested
in detail
Pulls string adaptively
Shows hand preference
Holds object between fingers and thumb
Holds crayon adaptively
Pushes car alone
Scribbles spontaneously
Drawing imitates stroke
Folds paper once imitatively
Drawing imitates V stroke and
circular stroke
Imitates V and H strokes
Imitates bridge with blocks
Draws person with two parts
Draws unmistakable person with body
Copies triangle
Draws person with neck, hands, clothes

Normal
Months

30%
More
Advanced

6
7
8
9
11
11
13
15
21

4.2
4.9
5.6
6.3
7.7
7.7
9.1
10.5
14.7

24
30
36
48
60
60
72

16.8
21.0
25.2
33.6
42.0
42.0
50.4

Normal
Months

30%
More
Advanced

Cognitive Language

Social smile at people
Vocalizes four times or more
Visually recognizes mother
Searches with eyes for sound
Vocalizes two different sounds
Vocalizes four different syllables
Says "da-da" or equivalent
Responds to name, no-no
Looks at pictures in book
Jabbers expressively
Imitates words
Has speaking vocabulary of three words
(other than ma-ma and da-da)
Has vocabulary of 4-6 words including
names
Points to one named body part
Names one object (What is this?)
Follows direction to put object in
chair
Has vocabulary of 10 words
Has vocabulary of 20 words

1.5
1.6
2
2.2
2.3
7
7.9
9
10
12
12.5

1.05
1.12
1.4
1.54
1. 61
4.9
5.53
6.3
7.0
8.4
8.75

14

9.8

15
17
17.8

10.5
11.9
12.46

17.8
18
21

12.46
12.6
14.7
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Cognitive Language {continued)
Normal
Months
Combines two or three words
spontaneously
Jargon is discarded, 3 word sentences
Uses I, me, you
Names three or more objects on a
picture
Is able to identify 5 or more objects
Gives full name
Names 5 objects on a picture
Identifies 7 objects
Is able to tell what various objects
are used for
Counts (enumerates) objects to three
Identifies the sexes

30%
More
Advanced

21
24
24

14.7
16.8
16.8

24
24
30
30
30

16.8
16.8
21.0
21.0
21.0

30
36
36

21.0
25.2
25.2

APPENDIX D
MANGERS BILL (AB 1040)
Assembly Bill No. 1040

CHAPTElt 7:14
An act to repeal, arid, and repeul, ·c,hapter 8 (comm~ncing with
SL'Clion 52200) of P•trt 28 of, the J,!:ducation Code, relating to gifted

pupils.

·

IAppruvt•tl hy t:uv.,rnor St'(llenahor ID, 1!179. T•'ilod wlih
~ccrc:t11ry uf St11tc: Scph:lllbcr Ill, l!n!I.J ·
LI~CISJ.ATIVE

COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 10·10, Mangers. Gifted and talented pupils.
.
.
Existiug law provides a comprehensive program which nuthorizes
school districts to provide specified services for .. mentally gifted
minors.
·
This bill would repeal such existing htw und would, instead, create
a progr.un to authorize specified school dist'ricts to offer special
services to gifted and talented pupils,· ·including pupils from
economically disudvantaged and vnrying cultural backgrounds.·
This bill would require the State Hoard of Education to establish
procedures for identifying gifted &md talented pupils, ancl to defiilC
types of programs and activities which it deems· appropriate for
gifted and talented pupil programs.
·
This bill would require school districts whic~ elect to provide such
programs to submit a description of the proposed program to the
State llo:~rd of Education.
·
This bill would prescribe a form.ula for funding gifted and talented
pupil programs for districts which have more than 50 participating
pupils, •md would provide n specific allocation for districts with
betwc·en 1 and 50 participating pupils, as specified.
This bill wo'uld require the Superintendent of Publiclnstruction to
perform various administrative functions.
The above provisions of the bill would become operative June 30,
1980, except that: provisions of the bill regarding a contract for a
specified evaluation of the program, authori~alion for Stale Doard of
Education promulgated regulations, and applications for local
district programs to be developed by the Stale Department of
Educ&ttion, woulcl become operative January 1, 1980.
' The provisions ucld£>d by this bill would be repealed OJ) June 30,
1985.

The people. of the St;tie of C.tlifomia do cn,wt ns follows:
SECTION 1. Ch~tptcr 8 (commencing with Section 52200) of Part
28 of the Education Code is rcpenlcd.
.
SEC. 2. Chapter 8 (commencing with Section 52200) is added to

PHrt 2U of the Education Code, to read:
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Gwn:u

AND TAI.I·:NTJm PUPIL PHOGUAM

52200. (a) The Legislature finds nnd clc:clarcs tluat it is in the
· public interest to support unique opportunities for high-achieving
and under-achieving pupils in the public elementary and secondary
schools of California who are identified as gifted and talented. The
Legislature furl her declares its intent that special efforts be made to
ensure that pupils from economically disadvantaged and varying
cultural backgrounds be provided with full participation in such
unique opportunities.
·
(h) In addition, it is the intent of the Legislature to improve the
quality of existing programs. for gifted and tafcnted pupils and to
provide for experimentation in the delivery of such prpgrams,
in dueling a variety of programmatic approaches and cost levels. It is
also the intent of the Legislature to provide for the iden~ification of'
gifted and talented pupils by individual school districts in a variety
of ways so long as this does not serve to diminish the quality of
program~ for individual pupils.
(c) The Legislature is committed to the belief that programs for
gifted and talented pupils should include all of the following:
. (1) Differentiated opportunities for learning commensurate with
the gifted and talented individual's particular abilities and talents.
(2) Alternative learning environments in which gifted and .
talented. individuals can acquire skills and understanding .at
advanced ideological and creative levels commensurate with their
potentials.
.
(3) Elcn~ents that help the gifted nnd talented develop sensitivity
and responsibility to others.
.
·
(.J) Elements that help to develop a commitment in gifted and
. talelilcd individuals to constructive ethical standards.
(5) Elements that assist the gifted and talented to develop
self-generating problem-~olving abilities to expand each pupil's
awareness of choices for satisfying contributions in his or her
environment.
(6) Elements that help gifted and talented pupils develop
realistic, healthy self-concepts.
52201. (a) "Gifted and talented pupil," as used In this chapter,
means a pupil enrolled in a public elementary or secondary school
of this state who is identified as possessing demonstrated or potential
abilities that give evidence of high pefformance capability as defined
pursuant to Section 52202.
(b) "Program" means an appropriately differentiated curriculum
providl"d b}' a district for gifted and talented pupils which meets the'
standarcls established pursuant to this chapter, and also includes the
identification of such pupils.
.
·
(c) "Participating pupil" means a pupil identified as li gifted pnd
talcnte,) pupil who tukcs part in a program for at least one semester
of a ~rhocl year.
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52202. For the purposes of this chapter, the demonstrated or
pohmlial uiJHilics thut give evidence of high performance capubility
shall be defined by ench schoQl district governing board in .
accordance with regulations established by the State Board of
Education. Each district sh.nll use one or more of the following
categories in defining such capability: intellectual, creative, specific
academic, or leadership ability; high achievement; performing and
visual arts talent; or any other criteria which meets the standards set
forth by the State Doard of Education pursuant to Section 52203.
Each governing board shall also consider identifying as gifted or
tnlcnted nny pupil who has transferred from 11 district in which he
or she was identified as u gifted und talented pupil.
·
. 52203. The State Board of Education shall issue regulations by
.
April 1, 1980, governihg the following orcas:
(a) Procedures which school district governing boards shall usc in
identifying gifted and talented pupils who arc eligible for the
program and in providing programs pursuant to this chapter.
(b) Definitions of· special day classes, part-time grouping,
enrichment activities, cluster grouping, independent study,
nccelerntion, postsecondary education opportunities and other
programs which the State Board of Education deems appropriate.
(c) Establishment of allowable indirect cost expenditures which
may be funded by gifted nnd tulented program funds.
(d) .Other areas which the board deems necessary to implement
fully the iritent and provisions of this chapter.
This section shall become operative on January 1, 1980.
52204. Any school district governing board which provided 11
mentally gifted minor program in .the 1978-79 school year may elect
to provide a program for gifted and talented pupils pursuant to this
chapter, subject to the provisions of Section 52211. If a governing
board elects to provide such a program, it shall submit a description
of the proposed program and the processes by which the
qualifications of teachers and supervisory pNsonnel shall be
determined for the approval of the State Board of Education.
52205. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:
(n) Apportion funds pursuant to this chapter to each district
whose application to offer programs pursuant to this chapter has
been approved by the State Board of Education according to the
.provisions of this chapter and regulations adopted by the board.
(b) Assist local governing boards, upon their request, to design,
Implement, and evaluate programs funded under this chapter.
(c) Ensure that the funds authorized for programs pursuant to
. this chapter arc expended consistent with the provisions of this
chapter.
.
·
· · (d) Encourage the development of locally-designecl, innovative
programs for gifted anrl talentc.d pupils.
(c) Assist local districts in the development nnrl imp!emcntaiicm
of staff dcvdopmr.nt prograrm n·latcd to gifted and t:dt•n1t·d flit pi!,.
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(f) C:ivl' priori!}' iu h•d~t~kal as'listance tQ those districts receiving
thl· greatl•st total increase in funds.
5220(). Sdauol distric·t gowruing hoards of districts which provide
· prugrams pur1;uanl to this cluaptcr may cstul>lisl~ programs for gifted
and tlllent~d pupils consisting of special day classes, part-time
grouping, cnrichnacnt ;activities, cluster groupiug, indepeudcnt
study, acceleration, postsecondary educution opportunities, und
otlll'r program approaches us proposed by the governing board untl
consistent with the regulations of the State noard of Education.lf the
district cstal>lishcs such programs,,thc district shall provide them to
iclcntificd pupils for an umount of time each week which ~>luaU
average u minimum of one class equivalent to 200 minutes per week
for 30 weeks of the school year. Such lime requirements rnny be
waived upon approvnl of the State Board of Education.
Each participating governing board shall determine the most
appropriate curricular components for participating students within
its district.
·
.
·
For all programs for gifted and talented pupils, including programs
for pupils with high creative capabilities · and talents in the
performing and visual arts, each participating governing board shall
concentrate part of its curriculum on providing participating pupils
with an academic component and, where appropriate, with
instruction in basic skills.
·
52207. Each governing board, providing programs pt.~rsuant to
this chapter, subject to such terms nncl conclitions ns may be agreed
upon, may contract with another school district to furnish programs
or may contmct to t~clucate such pupils living in other districts. .
The county superintendent may, with the approval of the county
board or education and the governing board of the school district
involved, provide programs pur~u::mt to the provisions of this
chapter, nnd transportation therefor, for gifted and talented pupils
who reside in any !ichool district. For such purposes, the terms
"school district" and "governing board of a school district," as used
in this chapter, shall be deemed to include the· county
supcrintendcnt of schools.
52208. Each school district governing board of a district
providing prograins pursuant to this chapter shall: (1) conduct un
annual asses!imcnt of the program; and (2) develop procedures that
assure the ongoing participation of parents of gifted and talented
pupils in the planning and evaluation of programs funded pursuant
to thi~ chapter.
52209. The governing board of any school district which provides
a program for gifted and talented pupils pursuant to this chapter
muy:
·
(u) Conduct programs, seminars, and classes for gifted unci
talcntecf pupils within or without the boundaries of the school
district, and for tlaat purpose employ instru('tors, supervisors, and
other pcrsonnrl and provide necessary equipinent and supplies.
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(b) Tmnsporl or arnutJ:c fur lransporlatiun of pupils to or from
educational institutions where rcgulurly scheduled programs uml
classes nrc being concluch~cl.
Attendance of pupils at sm·h programs, seminars, mul classes shall
be included in com puling the average daily all£·ndancc of I hi! district
for the purposes of apportionments from tlw Stale Sehoul Fund .
. Moneys from this program shull not be used for cduc:tlional fidd
trips. This limitation may be wnivccl by the St•(Wrinlcndl!nl of Public
Instruction.
No district may cxcctJd cxpcnclilure of st:ttc funds of two hundred
fifty dollars ($.250) per pupil fur progrnm services pursuant to this
chuptcr except in cxtraurdin•try circumstances and wilh the spl•cific
upprovnl of lhc Superintcnth~nt of Publit' Instruction. This amount
shall increase at the rate of 6 percent per year.
:·
Funds provided in support of this chupler slwll ~Je usN) solely for
the purposes described herein. Allowances provid~d in ;lily fist:al
year but not expended in that year may be expended in subsequent
fiscal years. ·
·
.
52210. The governing board of a school district, in providing
programs pursuant to this chapter, may enter into agreements with
a county superint~ndent of schools to conduct programs for gifted
and talented pupils enrolled in the schools of the district.
52211. 1· The Superintf!ndcnt of Public Instruction shall, beginning
in the 1980-81 school year, apportion funds to. school districts
pursuant to the provisions of this section: llowcver, if any eligible
school district decides not to participiile in tltc program, tho Stute
Hoard of Education shall have the uuthority to select a replacement
district from ·among the remaining districts in the state.·
The Superintendent of Public Jnstructio"n shall apportion funds to
each p:1rticipating district in the following manner:
(a) Districts which have 1 to 10 particip;lting pupils shall receive
seventy-five dollars ($75) per semester for each participating pupil.
(b) Districts which have 11 to 25 participating pupils shall receive
sixty-eight dollars ($68) per semester for each participating pupil.
(c) Districts which have 26 to 50 pupils shall rcc~ivc fifty-eight
doll:trs ($58) per semester for each participating pupil.
(d) All other participating districts shall, for each unit of average
daily attendance in the district, receive an amount to be computed
in the following manner:
·
·
(1) (A) For the fiscal year 1980-81, for each participnting district,
the Superintendent of Public Instruction shall compute the L978-79
total amount apportioned for purposes of opcrali11g the mentally
gifted minors program divided by the 1978-79 average daily
attendance in that district.
·
(B) For the fiscal year 1981-82 and each succeeding fiscal year, for
each participating district, the Superin.tcndcnt of Public Instruction
shall compute the previous year's total amount apportioru:d for
purposes of. opcn1ling the gifted and talented pupils' program
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di\'idcd by the prior year's average daily attendance in that district.
(2) Districts for which the nanounl computed in pnrngruph (1)
exceeds Jive dollars and forty-three cents ($5.43) shall receive 0.95
limes 1he :1mount computed in parngraph (1).
.
·
(3) Districts for which the amount computed· in paragraph (1)
exceeds the amount computC'd in subdivision (e) for the prior fiscal
ycar, but is less than or equal to Jive dollars und forty-three cents
($5.43). shall receive the greater of (A) the amount computed in
pam~raph ( 1) or (B) the umount computed in subdivision (c) for the
currcnt fisl·al Yl':tr.
. ',
·.
(4) Districts for which the amount computed in p:irugraph (1) is
IC'ss than or c·qualto the amount computed in subdivision (c) for the
prior fiscal yl'ar shall, for each fiscal yeur receive the grcalcr of (A)
one-half of the amount computed in subdivision (e) for the prior
fiscal rear or (B) 1.7 limes the nmount computed in paragraph (1)
except that Lhis amount shall not exceed the umount computed in
·
spuclivision (c) for the current fiscul year.
(c) For the 1!)80~1 fiscal )'Car, the amount for the purpose or
computation in paragmphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (d) nnd
subdivision (g) shall be the total of the progrnm apportionments in
the 1978-79 fiscnl year for mentally gifted minors divided by the total
average daily attendance in those districts. For 1981-82 and each
successive fiscal year, the amount for the purpose of computation in
paragraphs (3) and (4) of subdivision (cl) and subdivision (g) shall
be the total of the apportionments in the prior fiscal year for gifted
and talented pupils divided by the total avprage daily attendance in
..
those districts.
(f) In the 1981-82 fiscal year, the amounts in subdivisions (a), (b),
and.(c) shall be increased by 7 percent per year. In the 1982-SJ fiscal
year, and each fiscal )'ear thereafter, the aino~nts in subdivisions (a),
.
.
(b), and (c) shall be increased by 6 percent.
(g) Districts which nrc newly ac..lmitted to the program shal'
receive, in the first year of admission, an amount -equal to one-half
of the amount computed in subdivision (e) times the average daily
attendance of that district. In the second and successive years, each
such district shall receive the amount computed in subdivision (e)
times the average daily attendance of that distri~t.' .
.
If the sum appropriatC'd for purposes of this section is not sufficient
to make the allownnccs spt·cific<l by this sestion such nllownnccs shnll
· he reduced proportionately. If the sum npporlioncd for purposes of
this Sl'clion is more' than sufficient to make the 'allowances specified
hy this section such nllownncC'S shall be increased proportionately.
52212. Each applicant school dislrict shall submit an application
for upprovnl for a proposed program for gifted and talented pupils
to the State Doard of Education. The application shall be submitted
in the form and manner prescribed by the Superintendent of Public
Instruction. The 'application shall inch1dc. budget information
including separate data on idcntifical'ion and p1'0gr:1m costs, (lnd any
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-7other data .required by. the Superintt'ndent of Public lhstruction
effectively to administer and evahinte the program.
Each participating governing board 5hnll maintnin nuditabl('
records.
·
E:ich applicant school district shall desi(!nntc in its application to
the State Board of Education, n person with rcspomibilil}' for the
development, Identification procedun•, and implcmt'ntation of tht>
local program for gifted nnd tnlentt'd pupils, fiscal managcincrit, and
for the . collection of nuclitnblc records for the indcpcnclcnt
evuluatlon.
· ·
In order to ensure compliance with this'chaptt>r cluring the pilot
period, 1/nd to provide information sufficient to Inter cvnluatc the
wide variety of district program1 ns provided for by Section 52200,
. upplicntlous for locul district programs shall be dcvl'lopecl by Ihe
Department of Education and made available to districts no later
lhnn April 1, 1980. Such application sh:tll not be pari of the
consolidated npplicntion,
This section shall becoine operative on January 1, 1980.
52213. ·The .Department of Education, with the npproval of the
. Legislative Analyst and.the Dcparhnent of Finance, shall contract
for an independent evaluation of programs for gifted and talented
pupils established pursuant to this chapter. The Department of
Education shall .submit to the · Legislative Analyst nnd the
Department of Finnncc by Februriry,15, 1980, n finali:l.C•d request for
proposals which specifics the scope, work plnn, and other necessary
information for potential bidders on the independent contract. In
conducting the evaluation the contractor lihall examine, the ue~tC'fits,
costs, consequences, and impnct of the gifted and tnlcnted program
and shall provide information on the~e ilisues and mak<' appropriate
policy recommendations in a report to th.e Legislature on january 5,
1984.
This section shall become operative on January 1, 1980.
52214. This chapter shall remain in effect only until june 30, 1985,
and on such date is repealed, unless a Inter cnnctecl statute, which is
chnptered before June 30, 1985, deletes or extends such dale.
SEC. 3. Sections I nnd 2, except Sections 52203,52212 52213 of the
Education Code, of this net shnll become opNative june 30, 1980.
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AB 1040, Mangers
Gifted and Talented Pupils

Intetpretive .Analysis by Allyn Arnold
This legislation, which becomes operative an June 30, 1980, will remain in effect until June 30, 1985. It was not the intent of the legislature in enacting a "sunset clause" to remove resources from pupils with
special needs. Rather, it was the intent to assure a thorough review of
programs and the funding source so that these programs most effectively,
efficiently, and econanically meet the needs of pupils. Therefore,
every participating district will share the responsibility to ensure the
implementation of quality programs so that the statewide evaluation report recomnends contimlance of programs for gifted and talented pupils.
Under the expanded definition, participating districts are authorized
to offer special services to gifted and talented pupils. The bill places
special emphasis on those pupils fran economically disadvantaged and varying cultural backgrounds.
Funding st4'Port of these services is a $15 millicn authorization
(appropriation is in AB 8) with an ann~ ~ati~ry increment plus .
$225,000 for program evaluation. For distncts Wl. th more than SO part1cipants, funding no longer will be apport~m;ed on a per capita basis. It
will now be allotted in the form of a modif1ed bloc grant.
52200.
It is the intent of the legislature, acting in the public interest,

to:

a.

Support unique opportunities in public schools for high
achieving and underachieving pupils who are identified as
gifted and talented
Ensure full participation of pupils frCID ecOJlCIIlically disadvantaged and varying cu1 tural bac.kgr01.mds

b.

Improve the quality of existing programs and provide for
experimentation in program approach and cost levels
Provide for diversity of identification at district level.

c.

Include the following program goals: Provide for differentiated opportunities for learning commensurate with
abilities and talents of individuals; offer alternative
learning environments; help develop sensitivity and responsibility to others; help develop a ctmnitment to constructive ethical standards; assist in developing selfgenerating problem-solving abilities; help develop realistic, healthy self-concepts.
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(continued)'

52201.
a.

"Gifted and talented pupil" means those pq>ils who
possess demonstrated or potential abilities that
give evidence of high performance capability as defined in 52202.

b.

"Program" includes both an appropriately differentiated curriculllll provided by the district and the
identification of participants.

c.

"Participating pupil" refers to an identified pupil
who is enrolled in a program for at least one semestt~r in a sd1opl year.

52202.
Within standards established by the State Board of Education,
districts will define evidence of high perfo:rm.ance capability, using one
or more of the categories listed below as criteria. It was the intent of
the author of th..e bill to ensure that programs for the intellectual
ability pupil be continued and improved. Furthermore, it was intended
that programs for the talented could be established to seek out and provide for the needs of those pupils with e.x.t/IJJ..oJr.d.i..na.luj talent. In no way
are programs implemented under this authority to becane replacements for
fine arts programs which have been dropped because of budget restrictions •

• In.tdl.e.c.t.ual Ab.iJ..it1J could apply to pupils whose
general mental development is significantly accelerated beyond that of their chronological peers.
• Clr.ea.tivt. Ab.il.Utj could apply to pupils who examine

ass1.111ptions, restzu:ture perceptions, construct
new concepts and use them in productive ways •
• Spe.c..i.&ie A~ Ab.il.Utj could apply to pupils
who consistently function at an advanced academic
level in a particular subject area •

• Leadvr.4ki.p Abili.:ty could apply to pupils who, in
response to varied situations , are able to exert ·
influence an others either positively or negatively •
• IU,gh Ac.hi1weme.nt could .apply to pupils who consistently pmduce ideas and/ or products of excellence •
• V.Uua.l 4nd ·PVL~oiUII.ing All.t6 Tde.n.t could apply to
pupils who evidence exceptional abilities to produce or perfom in one or D)re areas of the fine

arts.
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(continued)

52203.
By .April 1, 1980, the State Board of Educaticn shall issue regulations
governing the following areas:

a.

Procedures to be fOllowed for the identification of and
program i.Jiq>lementation for eligible pupils

b.

Definitions of special day classes, part-time grouping,
enrichment activities, cluster grouping, independent study,
acceleration, post secondary, and other programs

c.

Guidelines for allowable expenditures

d.

Other areas deemed necessary.

52204.
Districts which provided a program in 1978-1979 are eligible to submit a proposal to the Superintendent of Public Instruction detailing the
program and the processes for determining the qualifications of teachers.
52205.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall:
a.

.Approve or deny proposals and apportion funds accordingly

b.

Assist districts, upon request, in the design, i.Jiq>lementation and evaluation of program

c.

Ensure the accOlDltable expenditure of funds

d.

Eneourage development of locally designed innovative
programs

e.

Assist districts in development and implementation of staff
development programs

f.

Assign a high priority to the technical assistance to those
districts receiving the greatest total increase in funds •

. 52206.
• Time requirements are 200 Jltimltes per week for 15
weeks in a semester.
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(continued)

• Within these tilE options, districts are free to
determine the most appropriate curricular components for pupils served. However, there must
be an academic cauponent in every program and,
where appropriate, instruction in basic skills.

52207.
Contracts for services to pupils are permissible between districts;
furthermore, count'/ superintendents may provide programs.

52208.
Districts shall:
• Condllc:t an annual assessment of the program
• Develop procedures to assure parent participation in the planning and evaluation of programs.

52209.
Districts may:
a.

Conduct programs , sem:i:nars, and classes within or beyond
the boundaries of the district and provide the necessary
persormel and materiel to support such programs

b.

Arrange for pupils to attend regularly scheduled programs,
seminars, or classes at educational institutions without
the loss of average daily attendance; pupils may be transported to such institutions or arrangements for transportation made.
• Mmeys shall not be used for field trips; however,
a waiver can be granted by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction •
• The maxi!DIID per pupil expenditure is $250. There
is no limit on the number of pupils who can be
served so long as the quality of programs is not
diminished •
• Unexpended funds may be carried over to the next
year.

52210.
Districts may contract with the col.Dlty superintendent to provide
programs.
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(continued)

522ll.
• If any eligible district withdraws fran the program, the State Board of Education may select a
replacement district •

• Fmds will be distributed to participating districts as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

1-10 participants • $150. per P/P
ll-25 participants • 135. per P/P
26-50 participants • llS. per P/P
For more than 50 pupils, a ca~~plex fo1'111.11a
will be used for the 1980-=1981 school year
based on the district's 1978-1979 program
income and the district's a.d.a. for that
year. Subsequent years' allocations will
be based on the previous year's program
income and a.d.a.

• A small percentage inflationary factor also has
been built into the funding fonm.Ua for small
districts serving l.Dlder SO pupils.

• Districts must now detennine which portion of
total district income will be used for identification. Identification funds are no longer separate fran program funds.
52212.
• The State Department of Education shall design by
April 1, 1980, an application which shall not be a part
of the consolidated application.
• District programs must be approved via the application
process to the State Board of Education; contents must
include:
-

Budget information
Separate data on identification
Program costs
Other data required to effectively administer and evaluate the programs •

• Districts must:
- Maintain audi table records
- Designate a person with responsibility for the develOJXDent, identification procedure, program implementation, fiscal management, and collection of audi table records for
independent evaluation.
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(continued)

52213.
• A statewide, independent evaluation is to be conducted which will examine the benefits, costs,
consequences, and illpact of the program •
• The report of the evaluation and appropriate
policy rec:cmoendations will be made to the Legis-

lature on January 5, 1984, a year and a half before this legislation expires.
52214.
This chapter, Chapter 774, will reJ1!8in in effect until Jl.lle 30, 1985,
unless a statute is enacted before this time to delete or extend the date.

LAlED

Programs for Gifted
December 12, 1979

APPENDIX F
PARENT SURVEY REGARDING THE ABLE LEARNER
In order to compile information to assist parents of able learners, you
are being asked to complete the following survey. The purpose of this
survey is to determine the areas of greatest interest. Read each item
belo1<1 and indicate by number in the column to the right the degree to
which you are interested in knowing more about the item.
1.

Greatest interest

4.

No interest

5.

2.

Moderate interest

3.

Little interest

Does not apply

Characteristics of able learners
Rights of parents within public education
School resources
Community resources
Parent and school interactions
Peer problems
Sibling relationships
Educating relatives about the able learner
Defining "gifted" to the identified gifted child
Parenting skills related to the able learner (i.e. discipline)
Legislation concerning gifted education
Other: -------------------------------------

Please list prior experiences at home and at school that helped you better
understand your able learner.

Comments:
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See Instructions

• Material Added to This Work Give a brief, general statement of the material that has been added to this work and in which copyright is claimed. 'f
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before completing
this space.
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.t.ANUfACTURERS AND LOCATIONS

If this is a published work consisting preponderantly of nondramatic literary material in English, the law may
equire that the copies be manufactured in the United States or Canada for full protection. If so, the names of the manufacturl!rs who performed certain
•rocesses. and the places where these processes were performed must be given. See instructions for details.
lames of Manufac:turen 'f
Places of Manufacture 'f
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heck in one of the ix xes here in space 8, constitutes a non-exclusive grant of permission to the U.brary of Congress to reproduce and distribute solely for the blind
md physically handi: apped and under the conditions and limitations prescribed by the regulations of the Copyright Office: (1) copies of the work identified in space
. of this application i:a Braille (or similar tactile symbols); or (2) phonorecords embodying a fixation of a reading of that work; or (3) both.
a ~ Copies and Phonorecords
b 0 Copies Onlv
c 0 Phonorecords Only
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See !OstruCtJOOS.
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JEPOSIT ACCOUNT If the registration fee is to be charged to a D<!posit Account established in the Copyright Office, give name and number of Account.
~ame 'f

Account Number 'f

'

:ORRESPONDENCE Give name and address to which correspondence about this application should be sent. NamerAddressrApUCity/StaterZip.,

3arbara Levy Preston
9121 Paso Robles Avenue
· 91325
liorth r1.'d ge, Cal"f
1. orn1.a

Besureto
giveyour

dayt,meonone
... numoer

(818) 993-4930

AreaCode&TeleohOneNumoer~
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CEKTIDCATION• I, the understgned, hereby certify that

~::h:ne ,., ~O :~~:~:apynght claimant
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owner of exclustve right(s)
of the work identified in this applicatiOn and that the statements made
by me in this application are correct to the best of my knowledge.
JYped or printed name and date

V If this is a published work,

0

authorized agent of -->f=4U.:.::tC:Z~:.A---'Ul..:...J!.~I:.t;:~UlU-4QJll.,l} ~
Name ol aumol Of olner c~ynght ctaJmant. or owner ot excluSive ngnt s)

date.,.

Barbara Levv Preston

rill be
·ailed In
'ndow

062.

10?

NumoerrStreetrApanment Numbe<.,
~rttflcate
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.._you:
o Completed all necessary
spaces?
• Signed your apphcanon in space

Name.,

CERTIFICATE TO

.

this date must be the same as or later than the date oi publication given in s

Barbara Levy Preston

MAIL

.;.~.:&

• Enclosed check "' money O«Je<
tor $10 payatlla to Rogrstor of

9121 Paso Robles Avenue

Copyrights?
o Enclosed your deposit matenal

City/State/ZIP"'

Wlln the applicanon and !""?
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IU.JL TO: RegiSte< of Cooyngnts.
Library at Congress. Wash1~too.
D.C. 20559.
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